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An expression of Taylor L niversity 5 mission
TAYLOR SONG.
Words and music by Mblvin J. Hill.
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1. Up beyond the vil- lage bor - der,Pointiiig in the air,
2. Fromthenorthandsouth,her8tudenta,Ea8tand we8t,are there,
3. Far and wide her fame is spreading, "Till in ev - 'ry land.
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stand her tow - ers seen far dis- tant When the day is fair.
All the na-tions ope' her pojt-als. And her bless- ings share.
Men shall hear the name of Tay- lor, And her pur - pose grand.
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Glad-ly ourvoic-es ech- q. her praises; Taylor the school we love,
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Gai-ly her col- ors float on the breezes.They our de-vo- tiou prove.
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M. J. HiU, lai Avery Ave., Detroit, Mich., owner.
The Gem, 1907
^"-^Itliovigli it has been arouiid for nearly a
7
, /J centurx, the Tavlor Song still rings true
^^^ l^ today, sparkuig pride m students, faculty
and alumni.
A school song IS a luinible and revered acknowl-
edgment that the world and things of value did not
begin \\ lib our personal birth," states Chancellor Jay
Kesler "58. "\\ e are stronger and more lasting il we
nurture our roots."
Il IS unknown when the words or melodv of the
song were composed. AVelvin J. Hill, the composer,
attended Taylor from 1904 to 1908, enrolled in the
Taylor University z'\cademy of Music. The Taylor
Song was First published in the 1907 Taylor year-
book. The Gem. Prior to that time, there is no record
ol its existence.
Throughout the song, tliU paints a beautilul word
picture of Taylor's campus and surrounding areas,
beginning with "L p be\ond the village border." Accord-
ing to Dr. Bill Rmgenberg, it is likely that Hill's
words were modeled after the Cornell University song,
which begins, "Up be\ond Cavuga's waters ..."
The structure referred to in the first verse as "point-
ing in the air" is the tower of H. Alaria Wright Hall,
built ill 1896, which later burned in 1960.
In the second \ erse, ' From north and south her stu-
dents, east and west are there," Hill is referring to the
pre\ alent scattered geography of Taylor students. Even
111 1901, 230 Taylor students represented thirty states.
The "colors lloating on bree/es" from the chorus sug-
gest banners that were used lor class and society iden-
tification on campus around the turn of the century.
The Taylor Song, along with the Taylor Hymn,
15 pasted in chapel hymnbooUs, encouraging students
to take pride in the University's heritage. Tradition-
ally played at graduation, the Taylor Song serves as
a reminder of Taylor's impact through the years and
around the world. - Serena Tlirusli '04
The Taylor Song serves as a reminder of Taylor's impact
through the years and around the world.
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Founded In 1846, Taylor University is one of America's oldest evangelical interdenominational
Christian liberal arts colleges. More than 1.875 students from nearly all 50 states and 15
foreign countries attend Taylor University majoring in one or more of the 44 baccalaureate
degrees offered on the Upland campus. The University is ranked as number tw^o in the Midwest
division of comprehensive colleges in the 2002 U.S. News and World Report survey.
News briefs
Faculty updates
In .laiiiuin- 2()()2. Dr. Uiibcrt L:iy
(BSCEP) attended an .Vnieriean
Society of Church IIistor\- meetint;
in San Francisco, in conjunction
with the -Vnierican Historical Asso-
ciation's annual con\ention. lie
also wrote an article on Clarence
H. Benson, a Christian educator
who taught at Moody Bible Insti-
tute from 1924-41. for a web-bascd
database project. "Christian Kdu-
cators of the Twentieth Centun.
"
funded b\- the Lilly Endowment.
Dr. Andrew P. Whipple (biology)
and Dr. ,Iohn .\I. Moore (biology)
presented a workshop on the
teaching of cell bioenergetics enti-
tled, "Bioenergetics Made Easy:
Teaching It Backwards." at the
National Association of Biology
Teachers (XABT) national con-
vention Nov. 7-11. 2001, in Mon-
treal. Quebec. During the national
meeting Moore was recognized as
the Region III coordinator to the
executive board of XABT for the
years 2002-2005 and was elected
to the Four-Year College section
e.xecutive committee.
Dr. David L. Xcuhouser recently
published his book. Open to
Reason, with l'ni\ersity Press in
Upland. Ind. The book explores
the relationship of mathematics
and Christianity and the roles of
reason, imagination and faith.
Symbol Key
This symbol indicates a related
web-link where you can learn
more about this topic. ^
Squiers named Fulbright Scholar
Dr. Edwin R. Squiers, chair of the earth
and en\ironmental science department, was
named a Fulbright Scholar by the U.S. State
Department. S(.|iiier.s, who ser\'es as head of
the En\ironmental Commission of Indiana
and the SOO-member Indiana Academy of
Science, is the first Taylor faculty member to
recei\'e a Fulbright appointment.
Squiers will trax'el to Petroza\'odsk, Russia,
near the Arctic Circle in the Russian north- Dr. Edwin R. Squiers
west in ,luly 2002 for a three-month study of the regions ecosystem, then
return in .March 2003 to complete his study and draft a summary of the work
for publication. He also plans to teach courses and make seminar presentations
at Petroza\'odsk State Uni\'ersity. Squiers" work will be in conjunction with the
Russian Academy of Sciences and the Karelian Research Centre.
"A I'ulbright grant is one of the hishest awards in the U.S. It is iiighly com-
petiti\'e in terms of eligibility and selection," says Dr. Dwight Jessup, vice presi-
dent for academic affairs and proxost. "This is a high honor for Dr. Squiers."
Board gives guidance for 2002
Tile .januar\' meeting of the board of trustees proxided time for strategic plan-
ning and board de\elopment. The trustees welcomed two new members - Lowell
Haines "75 and Ste\en Wliiteman "72. Gene "5S and Nancy (Rowley '59) Rupp
were recognized for their contribution to Taylor's adxancement operations.
With a desire to minimize increases in tuition, fees, room and board, the
trustees approx'ed an oxerall rate increase for Upland and Fort \\'a\-ne of 4.02"o.
Gi\en current hnancial aid policies, most of the new tuition rexenue generated
from the increases will be allocated to cox'er increased student financial need.
The trustees also granted emeritus status to Dr. Richard Dixon, Dr. Tim
Kirkpatrick and Dr. Fred Shulze upon their retirements at the end of the
academic year, named the mathematics lab after Professor Emeritus William
F2wbank and named the campus circle dri\'e after former Taylor President
Monroe \ ayhinger, 1 '« )S- 1 >)2 1
.
The trustees approx ed a final budget for the first phase of the Kesler Stu-
dent Actixities Center and authorized the e.xecutixe committee to moxe for-
ward with engineering drawings upon final design approx'al by the student
affairs committee. The board also authorizeil the preparation of engineering
drawings for the Fort Wayne library.
"I see in our trustees an unxvaxering conuuitment to honor .lesus (Christ,"
states Gyertson. "I appreciate their work to adx-ance Taylor's mission."
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Harold Hazen
Hazen to head advancement team
It does take a rocket scientist.
WTien Ilarokl Hazen becomes Taylor Uni\'ersity's
new \'ice president for nni\ersity ad\'ancement on
May 1, it will be the latest step in the successful col-
legiate fundraisers career that began 40 years ago in
the field of engineering. Hazen cut his professional
teeth working with nuclear rocket fuels for Pratt and
Wliitney and NASA during the days when the United
States and the Soviet Union were racing each other
to the moon.
"It was exciting work," he now recalls. But fluc-
tuating go\'ernment contracts caused Hazen to seek
a more stable situation for his fledgling family. It
was a decision that led to work at the AAIF corporation, where he designed
and patented a water purification system. Still, with the success came a drain-
ing business tnu'cl schedule that led to his li\'ing out of a suitcase for the next
six years.
It was then Hazen felt God tugging at his heart to commit to a full-time career
in ("hristian ministiy. After a year in the pastorate, he sensed God's leading to
something different. A phone call from Norm Edwards at \\'heaton Gollege trig-
gered Ilazen's mo\'e into the area of C^hristian resource dex'elopment. He went to
work as a field representati\'e for Wlieaton and ne\'er looked back.
Hazen later ser\'ed as VP for de\'elopment at Huntington (college where he
led a successful S12 million campaign; Regent Uni\'ersity, where he teamed
with then-Regent president Da\'id Gyertson in the design and implementation
of a S3()() million campaign; and finally to Gene\'a Gollege where he engineered
a S4() million campaign that is currently at S21 million.
'A\e are truly excited to welcome Harold into the Taylor Uni\crsity family,"
says President Dr. David J. Gyertson. "lie comes to us with an impressi\'e array
of credentials; I am looking forward to working with him again."
Hazen still preaches frec|uently and, along with his wife Linda, specializes in
the area of grief counseling. One of his fa\'orite scriptiu'c passages comes from
Genesis 24:27: I being in the way, the Lord led me... (IvA'). "That [passage]
was given to me by a close friend right after I started in this work," he reflects.
"I've been convinced of that ever since then - I'm sure I'm in the right place."
— Jim Carringer
Work continues on satellite project
.January and February were crucial months for the development of TL^ Sat
1, a prototype communications nanosatellite. A group of computer system
sciences seniors devoted their senior seminar project to revising the satellite's
internal software while physics students remo\'ed errors from the electron-
ics boards. Rapid prototyping was enabled by the physics department's onsite
ability to create draft \'ersions of the electronics boards.
The project also recei\'ed the much-appreciated donation of an ad\'anced
patch antenna from Ball Aerospace. The patch antenna will be used to trans-
mit the 900 Mhz e-mail data. TU Sat 1 is now undergoing extensive testing.
Details available at www.tavloru.edu/satl. —Adam Bennett '01
News briefs
Chapel available online
Tile following paraphrases pro-
vide an example of recent chapel
topics. To hear the entire message
of any of Taylor's recent chapel ser-
vices, log on to www.taylorii.edu/
interact/. @
"I ha\'e a renewed sense of responsi-
bility to li\'e faithfully in the light of
the legacy that has been left to me."
—President David J. Gyertson, Jan. 1
1
"I knew Dr. Iving and worked with
him, and now in my eighth decade
1 come to you as a witness to his
legacy and to remind you of our
continuing responsibility."
—Rev. LVenchael Booth, Jan. 21
Online version of Spring
2002 T^y/or magazine
provides expanded content.
Go to www.tayloi-u.edu/upiand/
magazine/ for stories about I'rofcs-
sor Joe Burnworth's recent induc-
tion into the Indiana Teacher Kdu-
eators Hall of Fame, students who
are learning the ropes from local
sports broadcasting personalities.
Dr. Fred Shulze's recent retirement
banquet, the recent .Sp ),()()() gitt
given by SBC Ameriteeh Foun-
dation to the College of Lifelong
Learning. Dr. Michael Guebert's
project to protect L'pland's drinking
water, more aliout WBC^L's recent
Sharathon. the .lessica Rousselow
and Alan Winquist wedding, the
J-term trip to NYC by the senior
social work majors, the Today show
appearance by some senior com-
munications studies and theatre
arts majors, business leader .lolin
1). Beckett's visit to campus. Dr
Ra\'i Zaeharias to speak at April
12-14 National Student Leadership
Conference, Taylor's winter green-
houses in full bloom, .Vsbuiy honors
Frances WTiite Lwliank, Dr Win
(jirduan's new e-book on Islam,
and Black History Month celebra-
tions at Taylor ^
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Music of Taylor available for
online listening
Longing tn licar some ol the
music ot c;iinpus aiiainV Go
to www.taylorii.cdii/iipland/
d c p a r t m l' n t s / m ii s i c /
ensembles/clips/ and listen to
the Jazz Ensenihle, Cliamher
( Vcliestra. C^horale, Sounds and
Rinyers pcrformini; some ot
their recent works. &
Online magazine
Taylor magazine is onhne and
new content is constantly beins;
added. You can read the current
magazine as well as articles from
issues as tar back as the lQ5l)s.
Those who have cheeked out
the site in the past will enjoy
seeing the updated and expanded
information at www.tayloni.edii/
upland/magazine/. ®
Taylor Sounds receive Indiana honor
Updates on new visual arts
center available on the web
A web cam continues to track
the construction progress at the
new Modellc Metcalf \'isual Arts
Center. Scheduled for completion
in early 20(),'(, the building can
he viewed at tavloru.edu/tavlor/
ttomorrow. %
Corrections: The Winter "02 issue of
Tuyhir magazine, page 4, reported
incorrectly the total number of
institutions in the Midwest di\ision
ofc(jmprchcnsi\c colleges. The cor-
rect number is 110. The same mag-
azine also listed incorrectly the title
for .V] Thompson '32 on pages 7-S.
It should have stated that Thomp-
son is the senior chaplain for the
New York Fire Department and has
served as a Protestant chaplain for
o\er
."^l vears.
Twentieth ccntur\'. madrigal, spiritual
and folk harmonies resounded as the
Taylor Choral Ensembles program cele-
brated its seeond conseeutix'e in\'itation
to the respected Indiana Musie Kdueators
Association Annual State Con\'cntion in
Indianapolis in January. The Taylor Cho-
rale's 2001 performance mo\ed the audi-
ence of music educators with its Rachmaninoff, Gibbons and Clausen clas-
sics. This year, IMEA jury officials asked the Taylor Sounds, which had been
accepted to present a seminar, to perform a complete concert instead. Kath-
erine Stirdixant, a junior music education major, said, "W'c were thrillcti to
be in\'ited to perform for such a discerning audience. It makes us want to
work cx'en harder."
Alumni and friends who seek information on recently released C'Ds, or
hosting an ensemble in their area, may call Lisa Royal at l-S()0-SS2-3456
x5232.
Martin Luther King, Jr. Day celebrated
The annual Martin Luther Iving, .Ir. Day at Taylor I'niversity pro-
\ided the campus community an opportunity to reflect on both Dr.
Iving's life and the ongoing challenge of his message of reconciliation
and justice. A Sunday ex'ening serx'ice, music by the Jae Sinnett Jazz
Trio, interpreti\'e dance, a message by Rev. L. \enchael Booth, poetry
by Michael llai'pcr, insights from Dr. Faiz Rahman anel discussions
led by Taylor ethnic students all combined to create dialogue and a
meaningful experience. Read more about the Jae Sinnett concert in the
online magazine at www.tayloru.edu/upland/magazine/. ^
Good response to young alunnni survey
The ahmmi office recently conducted a web sur\'ey of 670 alumni from
the classes of 10'^2-2OOl who ha\e e-mail access. Randomly selected, 33v^
of these "young ahmmi" completed an on-Hiie (.|uestionnaire designed to dis-
cox'er their attitude toward Taylor and their satisfaction with communica-
tions they recei\c from the LTni\ersity.
The sur\'ey uncox'ered that 92.2"(i of the respondents agreed it was impor-
tant to them to stay connected with Taylor. Respondents reeci\c the majority
of their information from the Taylor magazine (*J4.6"(i), the alumni website
(63.7"o), and other alumni (6().l"n) and are mostly happy (Q2.2"()) with the
amount of information.
As an inccntixe to complete the questionnaire, five respondents were ran-
domly selected to receive Taylor apparel, includint; a sweatshirt, t-shirt and
hat. The winners included Dan Seibel '92, Christa Lee "99, ,Iill IIcss '00, Mar-
ticia Rogers "92 and Matt Picrcy "9S. For the complete results of the surxcy,
\isit www.taylorii.cdu yasurvey/. ^
— Evan Kittleman '98
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Antique Bible presented to campus
An anonymous alumnus recently gavn Taylor Uni\'ersity an Authorized
Kini; James \'ersion Bible printed in 1613. The Authorized KJ\' was originally
published in 1611. The book will be added to the Uni\'ersity's collection of
Bibles and stored in the Taylor arehi\'es.
WBCL completes annual Sharathon
During \VB(JL"s 2002 Sharathon "Testity to Love" was the theme. 0\er
230 \-olunteers filled the studios of The \\'B(>L Radio Network on the Fort
Wayne campus Jan. *>-l 1 to answer phones, sort and tile faith promises, pre-
pare mailings and add to the fim of the annual fundraiser. 0\'er 5,700 listen-
ers pledged o\'er SI,200,000.
The radio network will use the Sharathon funds to meet the upcoming
2002 operating budget for their three-station network, which includes *K).3
FM in northeast Indiana, 89.5 FM in northwest Ohio and SS.l FM in west
central Ohio. The network also operates a translator at 106.1 FM in Muneie,
Ind., as well as a website at www.wbcl.org.
Patterson reaches 500 wins
In 23 years of coaching Taylor L'ni\ersity men's basketball, a dri\e for
excellence produced o\er 500 wins for Coach Paul Patterson. The 500th win
came this season against Xyaek College.
0\'er the years Patterson had some big wins — like NAIA district champi-
onships that led to appearances in the 32-team national tournament. Many of
the Taylor faithful remember the 1990-91 campaign that saw Patterson's Tro-
jans set a school record for wins (34) and complete a climb to the NAIA Final
F"our with a scintillating win over top-ranked Wisconsin Eau-Clairc. During
Patterson's tenure, the Trojans posted only two losing seasons.
Patterson, named conference coach of the year 11 times, XAIA national
coach of the year once and inducted into the XAIA Hall of Fame in l'^'>6,
explains, "0\'er the years, we"\c had people who have ... risen to the chal-
lenge because they'\'c cared about their team and teammates more than
themseh'es."
—
Jim Carrlnger
Matching gift challenge
"Such a deal!" Do we have a deal for you? The Taylor University board of trustees
has come together to challenge Taylor alumni and friends to consider increasing their
giving to the Taylor Fund or to make that first time gift. The challenge is valued at
$100,000 ($60,000 for the Upland campus and $40,000 for the Fort Wayne campus).
This means any new or increased gift to the Taylor Fund from January 1, 2002, to May
31, 2002, will be matched dollar for dollar. You can double your gift to Taylor!
Since January 1st, $23,245 has been received in new and increased dollars for the
Taylor Fund. Have you mailed your gift? Many thanks to those who have already
participated.
Let's lift our alumni participation to over 50%. Last fiscal year we were at 39%.
If every Taylor alumnus gives "something," the foundation grant proposals we pursue
to develop and strengthen Taylor will be enhanced because alumni participation has
grown. Will you help?—^Joyce Helyer, associate vice president for development
Sports update
Coach Paul Patterson got his team
off to their best start since the
1993-04 season. The men's bas-
ketball team was then consistently
ranked in the NAIA Div. II Top
Ten and went on to win the MCC
regular season title with a \ictory
over Bethel on Febuary 16.
Tile Lady Trojans basketball team
has enjoyed another tine season
under (^oaeli Tena Kraiise. The
squad defeated 5tli ranked St.
Francis in a 61-66 thriller. Seniors
I^ori l\lotz, Jessa Turner, Bridget
(Carlson and Julie Riibel lead the
team.
The XAIA has announced the selec-
tion of Tim Ivnipp and Jonathan
Rupp as NALV soccer scholar-ath-
letes. Ivnipp, a senior from Mason,
Mich., is a biblical literature major
with a 3.76 GPA. Rupp, a junior
from Minneapolis, Minn., carries a
3.70 GPA as a physical education
major. Stephanie Teeters has been
recognized as a \'olleyball scholar-
athlete. She is a senior business
major from \ail, CO, with a 3.S3
GPA. Adam Ashoff and Justin Har-
rison ha\'e been selected as NAIA
football scholar-athletes. Harrison,
a senior from Lapland, Ind., carries
a 3.75 (jPA while majoring in pre-
med. .\slioff, a junior from Eliza-
betli, I'a., maintains a 3.76 GPA in
communications.
Keepii|i\\ itii all the news on I'niNcr-
sity atliietics at wwwtayloru.edii/
upland/athletics/. ^
ONLINE EXTR.\: Read two excel-
lent stories by Tab Bamford. the
sports editor for Taylor's student
newspaper, about Coach Patter-
son's recent milestone \'ictor\' and
tile Tax'lor iiasketball team's Christ-
mas tradition, "Silent Night.
"
.\lso a\ailable online are back
issues of the magazine where you
can reread past articles on Pat-
terson and his winning teams.
Go to www.tayloru.edu/upIand/
magazine/.^
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Date set for Odie Classic
Tlic tliird annual (Jdlc Gcilt Clas-
sic is set for Sept. 20. 2002. The
e\ent's purposes include promotiiifj
the TU .\thletic Hall of Fame and
raisins; money tor sports-related
missions trips. Contact Tom Essen-
burijat l-,S00-8S2-.^45h, .\5119.
Lewis letters
.\ recent ijit't to the University
cnaliled the purchase ot 27 origi-
nal letters written by C.S. Lewis.
The newly-acquired letters were
written to .Mary Xcylan, a student
and lite-lont; tricnd. An original
pencil sketch ot Lewis by Xeylan
just weeks before he died is
also a part of the Edwin \\'.
Brown collection. More informa-
tion on Taylors collection is a\ail-
able at www.tayloru.edu/uplandy
programs/lewis/,
^jy
2002 men's gathering
.\ men s alumni gathering will be
held in Upland on June 7-9. Details
til follow.
Alumni gatherings planned
.\prii 9 — .\tlanta, Ga.
.\pril 11 —Nashville, Tenn.. with
President ( lycrtson
May 4 —Taylor Tent at the .Mini-
marathon in Indianapolis, Ind.
(.Militap.' Park Rest and Reco\er\'
.\rea
)
May 11 — Taylathon and ^'ciung
.\lunmi Day for the classes of
''>'). '00, and "01 on the Upland
campus
.Sunmier 2002 TBA —Taylor Night
at \'ict<jr\' Field — Indianapolis
Indians baseball game
For more infonniitidn c<ill the
iiliiniiti oftict: ]-S()<)-\S2^4Sf,
ijxi. 51 15. or clwckout the (ihiiuni
\:^ehsite lilti)://v:i::\:i:Uiyloru.eilii/
i(f)l(iml/iilntniii.
\J^'
Unusual spring break options
Some Taylor students will ilo more than Just acquire a great tan this spring
break. According to Taylor Student Organization (TSO) Director Ste\e Atistin,
TSO, in eonjimction with Habitat for llinuaiiity and Taylor World Outreach
(T\\'( )), plan to send out h\e teams to impact a world in need. "One of the big-
gest ptirposes of spring break trips like I labitat tor I Itimanity is to give students
an idea of what it means to be a Christian and to help other people with basic
tieeds like housing," states Austin.
Spring break Habitat for Humanity trips include work projects in Belen,
N..\L, and in the inner bank of North Carolina. Twenty-ti\e sttidents will go to
Belen, along with Austin, and 15 students will go to North Carolina. The agenda
for both trips inckides building homes in \arious stages. Some students begin
the construction process while others will finish homes previously started.
"Our goal is to share our faith and the lo\'e of Christ by meeting people right
where they are," Austin says. "We must first meet people s needs before we can
minister w ith words."
TWO Director Maiy Raybiu'ii echoes some of Austins thoughts concerning
Taylor's ptiipose of sending students on spring break mission trips. "Otir pri-
mar\- goal," explains Rayburn, "is to partner with existing world organizations
to expose students to world needs and opportunities for e\'angelism."
TWO will send 50-70 students to the Dominican Reptiblic, Alaska, Bolixia
and New York City. TWO is partnering with New Horizons schools in the
Doininiean Republic, where the\- will minister to students and work in sur-
rounding x'illages. hi Alaska, Send International will team with Taylor students
to minister to Nati\'e American children. World Gospel Mission in Boli\ia will
have Taylor students proxide manual labor for a school in Santa Cruz. In New-
York City, Taylor students will work with the Red Cross and possibly two local
churches in the effort to clean up the aftermath of Sept. 11.
Cioing into all the world has become the focus for TSO and TWO as they
prepare to send 110 Taylor students out o\-er spring break 2002. "We want the
students to see the need that exists in this world and to take the responsibility
upon themselves to help," says Austin. —Brit Jensen '04
TUFW to build new library
A new library is planned for the
University's Fort Wayne campus.
The new three-le\'el structure will
be lc)cated immediately west of the
new Fjcher Student Commons.
"Tile epicenter of any institu-
tion of education is its learning
resource center," says Dr. Dar\l
Yost, executi\'c \'ice president and
chief opcr.-iting officer of the Fort Wayne campus. "This building will help
strengthen the Unixersitx's position as a growing and matiu'ing pillar in South
Fort Wavne
"
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believe in what Taylor does."
"After giving to the University for
o\/er 20 years, I have seen what
Taylor does for the students— it's
a lot more than an education— it's
quality people turning out more
quality people." —Tom Geanhart '77
Give the
Giving to Taylor University
through the william taylor
Foundation is easier than
YOU MIGHT think. BY ALLOWING
THE Foundation to handle
YOUR FINANCIAL NEEDS, YOU
CAN BENEFIT THE NEXT GEN-
ERATION OF Taylor students
WHILE helping TO ENSURE
YOUR FUTURE.
For more information regarding wise investing,
contact Ken Smith or Nelson Redigen at the
William Taylor Foundation.
knsmith@taylopu.edu
nlrediger@tayloru.edu
http://\AAAAA/.tayloru.edu/taylor/wtf/
or call 1.SaO.SS2.345B xSI^O^.
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UNIVERSITY I 1S BIBLICALLY ANCHORED
Taylor Is serious about setting an example for integrating faith with learning.
The University has an unquestionable commitment to academic pursuits. Ranked again
in 2002 by U.S. News and World Report as the second best comprehensive college in the
Midwest, Taylor strives to excel across the board.
And just as Taylor University is unapologetic about her rigorous academic standards,
Taylor is unswerving in her devotion to the distinctives upon which she was founded over
155 years ago. The seven core values listed in the visioning statement below continue to
describe and define the Taylor Experience.
This issue of Taylor magazine examines the second of those seven values, biblically
anchored, in detail. In the following pages President David Gyertson; Eugene B. Habecker
'68, president of the American Bible Society; professor James Coe, business department
chair and associate dean of the business division; and Dr. Bill Heth, the interim chair of the
biblical studies. Christian education and philosophy department, explain why it is essential
that Taylor remains biblically anchored. Future issues of Taylor magazine will explore each
of the remaining core values in depth. The seven core values logo, designed to highlight
the commitment to keep Christ central in all endeavors of the University, will be included
on each page that focuses on the core values in this issue and in the ones to come.
The President's Vision for Taylor University
"Covenant communities on a journey of Christian discipleship known for our toush minds, tender
hearts and hands outstretched in competent, caring service. As covenant communities we seek
to be Christ-centered, biblically anchored. Liberal Arts grounded, whole person focused, vocation-
ally equipping, world engaging and servant leadership motivated. The goal of our journey is to
produce Christian disciples able to do God's work ^—--"
—
throughout His creation ministering the ^^""'O-^
redemptive love ofJesus Christ to a.
world in need through lifetimes of f
learning, leadership and service."
—President David J. Gyertson JiCore
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TAYLOR'S
CORE VALUES
Christ-centered
biblically
anchored
,tt^j/0^
Biblically Anchored:
Our Primary Source
— President David J. Gyertson
One of the most important skills students must acquire in their
search for significance is the ability to identify and utilize sources
that are relevant, accurate and reliable. A university education is
designed to help the seeker wrestle with various claims of Truth,
determining those that are the most valid and trustworthy. A
common research practice is to encourage the use ofprimary sources
in the pursuit of that which is true.
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Liberal Arts
grounded
whole person
focused
vocationally
equipping
world engaging
servant leadership
motivated
In Christ-centered institutions, a
\arier\' ot a\enues are explored to
discover the ways and means of the
Creator and Sustainer of lite—
the God oi the Universe. I have
fotind it helptul to grotip these into
three broad categories of what I
see as divineh- provided illumination.
Ph\-sical re\elation, the world oi
the natural sciences, invites us to
consider the created order, discovering
the patterns and processes ot the
Heavenly Father trom majestic
mountains to miniature molecules.
Historical revelation in the study
of the fine arts, humanities and
social sciences allows us to examine
literature, art, historv, philosophy,
music and other records ot humanit)'"s
successes and failures in search ot
the meaning ot lite. Each of these
avenues provides understanding in
the honest pursuit of all that is
true. However, the greatest revelation
ot Truth tor multiplied millions
throughout human history has been
direct or di\'ine revelation — the
exploration ot the Bible, God's
written Word, and the embracing ot
Jesus Christ, His highest and clearest
revelation — the Word that became
flesh and dwelled among us, John 1
.
At Taylor University, we believe that
Truth is anchored to the One who is
the way, the tnith and the life. With a
foundation in the Liberal Arts, we
are committed to the premise that
all that is ultimately true belongs to
God. At Taylor we choose, as one ot
our most treasured core values, to be
biblically anchored, boldly declaring
the Scriptures as our primary source.
And we are not alone in that
affirmation.
Early in mv search I embraced the
conviction that the Bible is the most
reliable authority for discovering and
applying the Truths essential for a
lite pleasing to the Heavenly Father.
With the Scriptures as my primarv
source, a whole world ot exploration
and insight opened before me.
Given the power and potential ot
anchoring the search for meaning to
the Bible, it is not surprising that in
nearly every age considerable efforts
have been made to diminish its posi-
tion as the primary source. In the
Garden ot Eden, Satan's first ploy was
to question the authoriry of God's
Word - Did God really say? Genesis
3:1 NIV. Recognizing that debates
about inspiration, interpretation and
application of Scripture exist today
among sincere believers, let me share
some principles I follow as I pursue
mv conviction that being anchored
to Scripture is essential to the discov-
er)' and application ot life-transform-
ing Truth.
Seek to discover life-
changing principles
The Bible was given to help us serve
God effectively - to transform us into
the image of Christ and equip us for
the will ot the Father. In studying
Scripture, it is important to ask what
difference the principles and concepts
discovered will make in our daily pil-
grimage toward these ends. I have
concluded that whether a passage is
historical, metaphorical or allegorical,
its ultimate value is to teach me,
by precept and example, how to live
pleasing to God. By looking for the
life-changing lesson I find new dimen-
sions ot relevance for living, learning
and serving.
Let Scripture interpret
Scripture
Ihc essential elements ofTruth are
repeated and expanded throughout
the Scriptures. I use a topical study
method, with the help ot a Thompson
Chain Reference Bible, to trace the
unfolding of Truth from Genesis
to Revelation. Scripture performs an
internal validation and a progressive
illumination when we use topical
methodology. Jesus, Paul and the
other New Testament witnesses
evidenced their conviction about
the reliability of Scripture, using it
regularly to punctuate and validate
their revolutionary message. I believe
we must do the same.
Invite the Author of Scripture
to help you understand the
meaning and intent
I believe that God, by His Holy
Spirit, authored the Scriptures
through human instruments. How
that process occurred is a mystery.
However, the end result of that
process protected the integrit}' of
divine revelation and retained the
unique characteristics of the human
instruments. The Holy Spirit
diligently superintended the
revelation through each writer
insuring that all elements essential to
our faith, redemption and service were
communicated accurately. Each time I
come to the Scriptures, I ask the Holy
Spirit to help me understand what He
wrote through faithful servants. I first
let Scripture interpret Scripture and
then turn to commentaries and other
sources to understand context, culture
and the historical background. This
process helps establish the primary place
ot Scripture in my search for Truth
while ensuring that my interpretations
and applications are consistent with the
historical understanding ot the Church
across time.
Look for a greater
understanding of the nature
and purposes of God
Study in order to know the Trinity
of Scripture not just to discover
facts, test theology or find answers to
personal dilemmas. Each time I read
10
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the Bible, I search for what it tells me
about the nature and character ofGod
the Father, His Son Jesus Christ and
the work of the Holy Spirit. I revel in
the adventure of looking for Jesus on
every page! For me the Scriptures have
become living lessons for an intimate
relationship with God rather than just a
textbook ot literature, theology, science,
sociology, psychology or history.
By using these basic principles I dis-
cover that the more I study the Scrip-
tures the deeper my conviction grows
that the Bible is God's primary source
for all who diligently seek to know
the Truth. As a student ot history, I
have concluded that those who accepted
the Bible as their ultimate authorit)'
for learning, living and serving made
the greatest positive impact on society.
Henry Van Dyke expresses best for
me why the Scriptures have become
humanir)''s most reliable primary source.
Bom in the East and clothed in
oriental fonn and imagery, the Bible
walks the ways of all the world with
familiarfeet and enters land after land
to find its own everywhere. It has
learned to speak in hundreds of Ltn-
guages to the heart of man. Children
listen to its stories tvith ii>o>ider and
delight, wise tnen ponder them as par-
ables oflife. The wicked and the proud
tremble at its ivarnings. But to the
wounded and penitent it has a moth-
er's voice. It has ivoven itself into our
dearest dreams; so that love, fiendship,
sympathy, devotion, memory and hope
put on the beautifid garments of its
treasured speech. No man ispoor or des-
olate who has this treasure as his own.
When the landscape darkens and the
tremblingpilgriin comes to the Valley of
the Shadoiv, he is not afiaid to enter;
he takes the rod and staffof Scripture
in his hand; he says tofiend and com-
rade, 'Goodbye: we shall meet again',
and comforted by that support he goes
toward the lonelypass as one ivho walks
through darkness into light.
Paul challenged Timothy with Study
to show yourselfapproved unto God, a
workman that needs not to be ashamed,
rightly dividing the word oftruth, II
Timothy 2: 1 5. Early in my Christian
walk I made the decision to anchor
my search for Truth to the Bible.
I committed myself to exploring
Scripture, with the Holy Spirits
help, as the means to the deepest
relationship possible with the Creator
of the Universe. I have never regretted
that decision. That is why I believe
that if we remain Christ-centered
and biblically anchored at Taylor
University, we shall know the Truth
that sets others and ourselves free.
Most significantly, we shall come to
know Him who is the author of all
Truth and the finisher of our faith!
Dr. David Gyertson is in his second
year of service as president of Taylor
University. Gyertson holds a doctorate
from Michigan State University vv'ith a
major in higher education administration
and management. Before coming to
Taylor he served in a variety of leadership
roles, including president of Asbury
College and president of Regent
University.
Abraham Lincoln declared, "/ believe Xhe Bible is the best gift
Cod has ever given to man. All the good from the Savior of the
v\/orld is communicated to us through this book."
Journalist and political activist Horace Greeley wrote: "It is
impossible to enslave mentally or socially a Bible-reading
people. The principles of the Bible are the ground-work of
human freedom."
Philosopher Immanuel Kant proposed, "The existence of the
Bible, as a book for the people, is the greatest benefit which the
human race has ever experienced. Every attempt to belittle it
is a crime against humanity."
Astronomer Sir William Herschel observed, "All human
discoveries seem to be made only for the purpose of confirming
more and more strongly the Truths contained in the Sacred
Scriptures."
Sir Isaac Newton concluded, "There are more sure marks of
authenticity in the Bible than any profane history."
Taylor, Spring 2002
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The centrality
of the Word
— Eugene B. Habecker "68
What are human beings, that you think of
them: mere mortals, that you care for them?
Psalm 8:4, Hebrews 2:6, GNT
"What are human beings, that you
think ot them: mere mortals that you
care for them?" This question or a
close variation oi it expresses a rever-
ent wonder repeated several times in
the Scriptures: nvice by the Psalmist,
as quoted above, the author of Job
and is again referenced in Hebrews,
."^sked within the context of faith, this
question, in its deepest sense, expresses
awe, reverence, and gratitude— it is a
prayer of rhetorical amazement. It is a
wonder that lifts us up from prostrate
humiliu'— up from the dust of our
origins; and yet, asked in the presence
of the Almight)', should lift us only as
far as our knees.
But in our contemporary cultural
chmate, marked by diversity, political
correctness, fragmenting pluralities of
lifesryie and other expressions of
"individualism," the rhetorical tone of
"What are ... mere mortals that you
care for them?" becomes muted and
stripped ot its wonder Our standing
before God, the source of our being,
has become a crucial, urgent cr\' for
some assurance of our humanness
and what that defines. Our culture
has humankind caught between the
horns of supreme arrogance and utter
debasement without reaching for a
12
balanced center. In enlightened, post-
modern confusion, people search for
some authoritative perspective— for
an anchor in a cosmos seen flying
apart. Our mortalin- is as final and
finite as the microbes in a petri dish.
"The existential ethos— that there
is no significance in human life beyond
what humans themselves invest in it—
has become the leitmotif of science,"
according to physicist Paul Davies.
Again, in the current moral climate
and debate, the biblical question,
"What are ... mere mortals that you
[God] care for them?" becomes more
ol a riddle than a reverent marvel. For
much of the secular academic commu-
nit)', the question lacks both an intel-
ligible subject and predicate; there is no
God and there is no humanity. There
is no supernatural and no imago dei to
define us.
Yet God, in his Word, is unambigu-
ous; the path to understanding life is a
narrow one. From the Psalmist to the
Apostle Paul, Scripture affirms there is
evidence for faith everywhere. Yet Jesus
also says the evidence is for those who
have eyes to see— the message is for
those who have ears to hear.
Because the Bible is God's Word,
through language God connects with
y^ORE
us and bids that we respond. Language
is a key ingredient of our humanness
— of our imago dei.
Jacques Ellul, in The Humiliation
ofthe Word, writes, "God speaks. We
must answer him. God creates human
beings as speaking beings. Perhaps this
is one of the meanings of the image of
God: one who responds and is respon-
sible; a counterpart who will dialogue,
who is both a certain distance and has
the ability to communicate."
And then there is the poetry about
the Word that opens the Gospel of
John. "In the beginning was the one
who is called the Word; the Word
was with God and was truly God.
From the very beginning the Word
was with God. And with this Word,
God created all things. Nothing was
made without the Word. Everything
that was created received its lif-e from
him, and his life gave light to every-
one." John 1.1-4, CEV
What power! What eloquence— a
few simple, yet deeply rich and pro-
found phrases, imbued with the great-
est mysteries of the universe. Our spirit
resonates with their veracity and their
depth, while our intellect strains and
stretches to grasp the enormity and
scope of their meaning.
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The Apostle John defines the source
of all creation, the core and essence of
all else that we need to know. Around
these words revolve the heavens and
the earth and dimensions of relation-
ship that challenge my imagination.
They echo the opening words of
Genesis, "In the beginning God cre-
ated ..." but in a few strokes also
encompass Christ— "the Word."
Whereas Genesis gives us the founda-
tions— an orientation for all history
that is to follow, John wraps up for us
the whole package— the beginning,
the middle, and the end. The Gospel!
It is fascinating that, long before
Freud, God spoke of the shame
each one of us harbors in our
soul. In the first three chapters
of God's reve-
lation we have
creation. In the
next two we
have the
groundwork
for the entire
human drama
that follows.
What comes as a consequence of sin
— of a broken fellowship with the
source of our being— is a shameful
self-awareness. That profound existen-
tial "psychology" is established right
up front.
But the Word doesn't leave us
there. The opening poetry ofJohns
Gospel spells out the drama from
beginning to end. "God gave the law
through Moses, but grace and truth
came through Jesus Christ," John
\:\7,GNT. The message of Christian-
ivy, in contrast to all the other great
religions, is about forgiveness. As C.S.
Lewis points out, sin is a given in all
religions. None but Christianity offers
a remedy— a remedy that is both
remedial and eternal.
All other world religions either
ask us to earn our own way, and mea-
sure and reward our relative successes
and failures, or beckon us to earn
absorption back into some pantheistic
panacea. Either way, their offering
amounts to a bondage of works —
a bondage the Apostle Paul describes
in his letters to the churches. In Gala-
tians he writes, "Christ has set us free!
This means we are really free. Now
hold on to your freedom and don't
ever become slaves to the Law again."
I again refer to Ellul who says,
"Freedom is the basic theme which
ties everything else in the Bible
together, from beginning to end."
And the cornerstone of this freedom is
Christ, "the Word."
That God's Word to us begins with
creation of the universe— that is.
The Bible is a guidebook for life.
It remains a best seller because
of the hope it promises and the
sense it makes of the journey.
everything that can be known to us
in our limited space-time context and
ends with God's promise of doing
away with all of that creation and
beginning anew, gives us a glimpse
outside of time. Scripture circum-
scribes history, a unique "time" set
apart— set apart from what came
before 'In the beginning,' and the new grounded in this eternal Word. We
or re-creation that will follow. believe this realit)' has been the reason
The Word is life and light itself for the manv successes experienced to
John's first epistle begins, "The Word date. As alumni, our prayer is that
that gives life ... is the one [whom] Tavlor will continue to be Word-cen-
our message is about." That life-giving tered in all that it does.
Word is the message and the source
teach and encourage us by giving us
hope," Rom. 15.4,C£l/ What is this
hope?
It is our hope that life has signifi-
cance beyond the torturous cycle of
death and rebirth— that there is a
purpose and direction in the midst of
triviality, suffering and injustice— that
"it all," ultimately, means something.
In the end, the Bible is about life
and freedom— love and relationships.
Ellul challenges us to be "bearers of
freedom when [society's] technological
conditioning is getting more and more
rigorous, more and more determining
for people." He writes, "When we are
told that we are set free by Christ, we
must take it seriously."
"Everything in the Scriptures is
God's Word. All of
it is useful for
teaching and help-
ing people and for
correcting them and
showing them how
to live," 2 Tim 3.16,
CEV. The Bible is
a guidebook for life.
It remains a best seller because of the
hope it promises and the sense it makes
of the journey. Thanks be to God.
One reason Mar)'lou and I cham-
pion Christian higher education in
general, and at Tavlor University in
particular, is because these kinds of
institutions of higher learning are
for our highest hopes.
God's Word compels us to "listen
"
— resonates with our longing to
understand ourselves and our place in
the universe. The Apostle Paul tells us
that " ... the Scriptures were written to
Dr. Eugene Habecker '68 also holds
degrees from Ball State University, Uni-
versity of Michigan and Temple Univer-
sity School of Law. He has served as the
president of the American Bible Society
since 1991.
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Leading with integrity
~ in business
— James G. Coe
Reconnecting in Chicago recently
with an old friend from Oxford,
England, provided a chance to learn
what information he has collected
from interviewing several outstanding
Christian leaders for a book he's
writing on leadership. He is the exec-
utive director oi World Vision, has
addressed the United Kingdom Parlia-
ment, traveled the globe to help allevi-
ate world crisis and lead the World
Many examples oi dishonesty cross
our papers' headlines daily. A stirring
example is the recent financial col-
lapse of the Enron Corporation where
workers and investors were misled by
the corporation and consequently lost
thousands oi dollars. The business
world needs a healing process to pre-
vent and mend the cracks of broken
promises. When a plane's wing is
cracked, the maintenance person
will declare the plane is out of
integrity. Its whole-
ness is lost.
Man-
Vision
^^_^^^^^^^^^^_^^
team in stra- kind,
• J
I
Professor James Coe and John Beckett, president r n
tegic devei-
^^ ^^ Beckett Corporation, converse at a semi- '" ^
'^^"^"
opment. He nar for Taylor business students. state of
is an exam- being, has
pie of excellent leadership, and yet he many flaws and this is reflected in
wants to know more about developing relationships and business transac-
his and others' leadership skills. tions. The business world needs the
Reflecting on that discussion, the gospel to restore mankind in this
need for Christian leadership, and spe- global mission field. Transformation
cifically the need for personal integrity, of a person's thinking is needed so that
seems to be a key issue that must through one's actions, a healthy integ-
be addressed. There is a compelling riry is maintained. ' The end result
need for businessmen and women who will be God's glory expressed in a
know Christ and who integrate biblical needy, desperate world,
truth in the practice of everyday living. Dorothy L. Sayers states, "In noth-
14
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ing has the Church so lost her hold
on reality as in her failure to under-
stand and respect the secular vocation.
She has allowed work and religion to
become separate departments, and is
astonished to find that, as a result, the
secular work of the world is turned
to purely selfish and destructive ends,
and that the greater part of the world's
intelligent workers have become irreli-
gious, or at least uninterested in reli-
gion. " ' The marketplace needs to see
that biblical principles do work in
practical daily business transactions.
There is a need for business leaders
who will integrate biblical principles
into their business practice. The need
is not only a general one but also
a specific one. As this generation
of Christian leaders retires, who
will take their place? To meet
the challenge of developing lead-
ers with integrity, the Taylor Uni-
versity business curriculum works
intentionally to integrate faith and
learning into every business course.
As part of the developing accredita-
tion process, the business faculty spent
much time thinking about course
objectives. The business curriculum
uses numerous textbooks to provide a
foundation for learning and uses the
Bible to provide a basis for integrating
faith and its application.
At Taylor students learn to study
the construction of financial state-
ments using the same technical anal-
ysis methods as do students at a
secular university. However, the inter-
pretation and communication of what
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'i^<Brad Yordy '05, likehundreds of other
Taylor students, is
serious about
leading with
integrity and setting
an example for a
watching world.
those statements mean comes from an informed biblical
basis. This sort of ethical stewardship and the honest prac-
tice of full disclosure was needed in the recent Enron situa-
tion. Classes in the business division emphasize ethics and
recruiters notice. A college recruiter stated, "We recruit at
your school because we can teach new employees many
things, but we cannot teach integrity. Your students have
integrity." Development of personal integriu' as a result of
integrating biblical truth into the learning environment is
essential if Taylor plans to continue to meet the growing
need for Christian leaders.
Integration of biblical principles into the business market-
place is not easy. Arthur Holmes states in The Idea ofa
Christian College that Christian higher education needs to
make theory connect with practice through middle-level
concepts that allow for the working out of the theory into
everyday life. ' Some leaders may understand the biblical
concept but have no idea how it connects with the daily
practice of life. Often we see a void between Sunday think-
ing and Monday practice, h is essential to show the market-
place the reality of a biblical concept working in practice.
People spend time in the gym to increase health, and the
same attention needs to be given to spending time reading
and researching the Word to increase spiritual growth.
Christian leaders can ask God for the desire to assimilate
His Word and for insight into the application. Psalm
11 9: 15- 16 says, "1 meditate on your precepts and consider
your ways. 1 delight in your decrees; 1 will not neglect
your word." ' Some leaders keep a journal of verses that
direct them and the way in which the Holy Spirit helps
them make the application. The Church can help young
Christians in business not to misuse Scripture. A wise
mentor can model what it means to actively assimilate
the Word into the work of daily life. Scripture can
be memorized for use when a Bible cannot easily be
found for reference. Christ, our model of leadership, often
quoted Scripture. In Matthew 4:4, Jesus quotes Deuteron-
omy 8:3, "It is writ-
ten: 'Man does not
live on bread alone,
but on every word
that comes from the
mouth of God.'
Integrity is crucial
for everyone— from
world leaders, to
business executives,
to inexperienced
graduates. Christian
business leaders today
must maintain integ-
rity. The Taylor
University business
division is anchored
to the Truth of the
Scriptures and
remains dedicated to
the integration of
faith and learning and to encouraging future Christian
leaders to live a life of integrit)' while working in the world
of business.
' Romnns 12:2n The Neic International Version of the Bible.
- Sayers, Dorothy L., Essays Presented to Charles Williams Ayer Company
Publishers, Salem N.H., 1947.
^ Holmes, Arthur F., The Idea ofa Christian College, Wm. B. Eerdmans
Publishing Co. Grand Rapids, Mich. 1975 repritited 1989. p 51-52.
^ Psalm 119: 15-16 The New International Version of the Bible.
^ Mattheiv 4:4 The Neiu International Version of the Bible.
After joining the faculty in 1983, Professor
James Coe has served in various capacities
including director of the Taylor in Oxford study
program and director of the Taylor/Nizhni
Novgorod University Russian MBA program. He
was honored with the 1994 teaching excel-
lence and campus leadership award at Taylor.
Business division alumni
will want to check out
the alumni newsletter on
the Taylor web site! Go
towww.tayloru.edu/upland/
departments/bae/news.htm.
Read the complete text of
this shortened version of
professor Coe's article in
the current online maga-
zine. Also read earlier
essays by or about Pro-
fessor Coe - like the
article on Christian
"Tigers" in Winter 1985
or his essay about
"Heroes" in Spring 1991.
Go to www.tayloru.edu/
upland/magazine/.
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Taylor must remain
^ biblically anchored
— Dr. William A. Heth
When we understand the dominant
factors that have shaped the modern
mind in the last 200 years— factors
that ultimately view men and women
rather than God as the integrative
center ot the universe— we should be
all the more committed to the impor-
tance ol remaining biblically anchored.
"Historic Christian Belief" REL
313, is the third ol lour required
courses in biblical studies, theology
and philosophy that Taylor students
take as part of their general education
curriculum. When I teach this course,
I explore why students believe what
thev believe by asking four questions:
notions: supernatural revelation and
human sinfulness. The rationalist and
romantic wings of the Enlightenment
replaced revealed truth and human
depravity respectively with belief in the
omni-competence of human reason
and experience. Out of this worldview
emerged four snares that, either con-
sciously or unconsciously, continue to
undermine the authority of Scripture
— even among evangelicals. These
snares include: (1) autonomous individ-
ualism, the notion that I am a self-
sufficient, sovereign self and all that
matters is Jesus and me, as opposed
to my active participation in a commu-
Let's avoid middle-of-the-road theology.
(1) "Is your theology based more on
second-hand information than on first-
hand observation and interpretation of
the Bible?" (2) "Is your theology based
more on reaction than on revelation?"
(3) "Is your theology based more on
convenience than on conviction?" and
(4) "Is your theology based more on
experience than on biblical exegesis?"
In short, I want students to ponder
the ultimate authority that undergirds
their Christian belief and practice.
Though we live in what many intel-
lectuals call the "postmodern era," we
have all been influenced to a greater or
lesser degree by the ideals of modern-
ism. The "Epoch of Modernity" may
be identified with the 200-year period
extending from the French Revolution
in 1789 to the collapse of Commu-
nism in 1989. Foundational to mod-
ernism is the rejection of two biblical
nity of believers; (2) narcissistic hedo-
nism, the quest for self-tulfillment and
"leel-better" religion; (3) reductive nat-
uralism, the belief that we live in a
closed system, that miracles are not
possible, and that the only knowable
objective truth is that which is found
via the scientific method; and (4) abso-
lute moral relativism, the belief that
ethical "truths" depend on the cul-
turally-conditioned beliefs of individu-
als and groups who hold them. This
is so contrary to the unchangeable
attributes of a transcendent God who
expects us to model qualities like jus-
tice, righteousness, truth, benevolence,
compassion.
Eager to relate to contemporary
culture, the tendency is for sincere
Christians to pursue what one pastor
called a "middle of the road" theology.
Believers know that God wants them
to live by the standards of his character
revealed in Scripture, and they know
that the world's standards are either
too far left or right to be pleasing to
God, so they set their standard of obe-
dience halfway between the world and
the Word of God. The problem with
this "middle of the road" theology is
that God's Word never changes, yet
the world is continually moving farther
and farther away from biblical truth.
The middle of the road twenty years
from now may well be beyond where
the world is today.
Thus Taylor will continue to remain
biblically anchored by understanding
how the four snares of modernism
and the middle-of-the-road theology
undermine the authority of Scripture.
We will also be true to the one we call
Lord as we remain as committed to
the authority of Scripture as was Jesus
himself IfJesus said that we should
live by every v^oiA. that proceeds from
the mouth of God, Matthew 4:4 quot-
ing Deuteronomy 8:3, viewed inspired
Scripture, Matthew 22:43, as objective
truth and not just a "witness " to the
truth — cf "It is written" in Matthew
4:4, 7, 10, based his arguments with
the Pharisees on grammatical details
within the text, Matthew 22:32, John
10:30, and declared that "the Scripture
cannot be broken, " John 10:35, how
can we do less?
With degrees from the
University of Michigan and
Dallas Theological Sem-
inary, Dr. William Heth
arrived at Taylor in 1987
where he now serves as
a professor of New Testa-
ment and Greek.
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e humanities and enhanced facilities for pursuits
ce ceramics, photography and graphic design, the
iw visual arts center is a tangible demonstration
Taylor's broad-based commitment to a vigorous
hole-person education.
iThis new building is well underway and is scheduled
for completion in early 2003. Participation in the
completion of the Modelle Metcalf Visual Arts Center
helps ensure that Taylor University will remain a
leader in Christ-centered higher education for years
to come.
For more information on how to support the mission of
Taylor University, contact Joyce Helyer at 800-882-3456,
ext. 4956.
„ aylort^oniorroiv
Anchoredm the past . . . Focused on tli£ future.
Live construction shots and more infc^Kpition
available at www.tayloru.edu/taylor/ttoniorrow/.
New book recognizes former TU basketball coach as
"the father of sports evangelism"
-Anyone who has ever participated in sports evangelism will want to read this book.
-Anyone who knows and remembers Coach Don Odie will want a copy.
-Anyone who wants to learn more about Taylor University's fascinating connection with the origin of sports
evangelism and the Venture for Victory program in the 1950s will want to order this outstanding paperback.
Coach Odie's Full Court Press is the compelling account of Taylor University and sports evangelism. Including
dozens of pictures and thorough research by authors Jessica Rousselow-Winquist and Alan H. IKinquist, the
book serves as an inspiration and a tribute to "the power of one" in making a global difference.
^***
^
%^iSSe^
hThe book is available by calling 1 Please send me the new book, Coach Odie's Full Court Press.
1-800-882-3456, ext. 4945 and having your Enclosed is my check for $12 made payable to "Taylor University" to cover the book, sales tax, postage and handling.
credit card ready or by filling out and '
^^^^
mailing the coupon.
Malt to:
University Development - Odte Book
Taylor University
236 West Reade Avenue
Upland, IN 46989-1001
Street Address
_
City, State, ZIP
_
Phone
Strong start for
Singapore venture
W
Vent
•••••.•v.'.;.'
hen Chad Mulder '96 and Jeff Merkel '96 met at a PriceWaterhouse Coopers recruiting week-
end during their senior year, they could not have guessed that five years later they would
work together at a start-up company based in Singapore.This new adven-
ture began when Mulder, an MBA student at the University of Michigan,
enrolled in an entrepreneurial class and was challenged with a class proj-
ect to develop a business plan that could potentially be implemented.The
business plan of choice, a mobile payment solution for Singapore, was pre-
sented to Citibank in Singapore in December 2000. Mulder 's business plan
was chosen from a group of over 25, including big names like VISA. In Febru-
ary 2001, Chad and Jodi (Simons '96) Mulder moved to Singapore with three
other co-founders to pursue the interests of MVent, Inc.
Pursuing a start-up was never in the plans of Chad and Jodi, who met in
high school and then went together for four years at Taylor. Even as Mulder
visited Singapore to present the business
plan, the couple still thought he would
pursue his other recruiting options. But God
continued opening doors and leading in
such a way that it became evident that the
journey to Singapore was their next direction in life. MVent began to
seek first-round funding to actually introduce its product to the Singapore
market. But, with the economy faltering and venture capitalists questioning
the vitality of tech start-ups, MVent was forced to seek creative solutions to
its budget crunch.
As a means of gaining exceptional business talent at an affordable cost,
MVent employed MBA interns. Merkel was between his first and second
year of completing an MBA at Stanford University and had the opportu-
nity to work with MVent during August and September as an intern. During
those months, Mulder and Merkel chuckled numerous times at the irony of
their paths crossing again in such a unique experience.
Mulder's company received seed funding from Citibank in Singapore and
made a big impression on the business sector in Singapore. In the fall of
2001, it was one of four groups chosen from approximately 20 entries to
a government-sponsored "Call for Collaboration" to develop a model for
mobile payments in Singapore. A year after its move to Singapore, MVent
is now in merger discussions with a Singapore-based conglomerate as a
result of the Call for Collaboration. MVent hopes this will be a means of
gaining financial security to succeed in the Singapore market.
Starting a business was more challenging than the Mulders ever expected,
yet they continue to enjoy their journey and are excited to see what God
has in mind for the rest of 2002.
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Students gain global perspective
Find more information about this year's Lighthouse trips in the online magazine at www.tayloru.edu/upland/magazine/.
Continuing a 30-year tradition, members of the Taylor community left campus for service opportunities around
the world this past January. Seventy-five Taylor students and 10 sponsors served on Lighthouse teams that
provided skilled ministry and allowed for cultural interaction in Trinidad, South Africa, Northern Ireland, the
Czech Republic and Russia.
In Trinidad, an island off the coast of Venezuela, students visited over 30 schools and orphanages. For three
consecutive evenings, the group conducted a three-hour seminar for Christian leaders on substance abuse issues. The
team spent a few days living with host families and also had the opportunity to do street evangelism, plan worship
services at local churches and meet Christian university students from the island. The experience of ministering to such
a poverty-stricken nation, where alcoholism and drug abuse are rampant, was life-changing for the team members. "We
prayed — and still pray — that the love we could share will make a difference," said Eric Spaulding '04.
The South Africa team spent their first week at a Youth for Christ camp near Johannesburg. They were cabin
leaders, led sports workshops and conducted Bible studies with a diverse group of youth from Botswana, Mozambique,
South Africa and other countries. In Mafikeng, the group painted a YFC job skills training center, conducted village
workshops on HIV/AIDS education and child abuse and provided a sports outreach. They lived with host families and
were honored to attend a traditional African funeral. Finally, in Johannesburg the team worked with former street
children and presented workshops in disadvantaged schools on goal setting, HIV/AIDS awareness and substance and
sexual abuse. As was also the case on several of the other trips this year, education majors taught in the schools and
fulfilled their education cross-cultural requirement while social work majors met their junior practicum requirements
through person-to-person interactions. The group also met with a Muslim member of the South African Parliament to
discuss Islam, the Israel-Palestine conflict, Sept. 11 and other related events. The team toured a church that was at the
center of the Soweto uprising in 1976 and visited Nelson Mandela's home in Soweto.
The Northern Ireland team worked with Project Evangelism to hold assemblies in both elementary and high schools
and lead discussions in classrooms. The team performed dramas, sang songs and shared testimonies with the Irish
students. The group also worked with after school programs and Sunday morning church services. According to Julie
Barrett '04, "I broadened my view of what effective ministry is ... its about going and proclaiming truth, planting
seeds, trusting and knowing that it is God working in hearts."
In the Czech Republic, Taylor students worked with Christian Outreach International. They were able to do street
evangelism, help at children's homes, teach English classes for adults and in public schools and minister to the Gypsy
population. Ashley Weaver '03 said the biggest lesson she learned on the trip was about God's love. "The amazing thing
is that he loves us, not as we should be, or could be, but just as we are."
The team also visited the Auschwitz concentration camp in Poland.
The Russia team taught English lessons to people between
the ages of 14 and 55 in the city of Borovichi. They played
sports at a sports training school, visited a veteran's
home, developed close relationships with people in a
Russian church and shared their testimonies. They
learned much about the struggles and discrimination
Russian evangelical Christians face. They also
visited historical and cultural sites in Novgorod,
St. Petersburg and Moscow and were invited into ^
several Russian homes for meals and fellowship.
"I learned what the phrase 'a global God' '
is all about. I saw people from a different
culture praising the same God with the same
convictions as me in the same way. It was
amazing!" said Kristin Perkins '04. As was the
case for each of the team members, Perkins
returned to campus with an expanded view of
other cultures and of global opportunities. ^^
^^^ her time in Irelan
—Katharine MacHarg '02
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PLAYING HARDBALL
Ticrc is no easv soliiliim to the complex issues facing other coach and their players escaped injury, but Isacssonurban coininunitics today, but there are thousands experienced the horror of seeing a boy get shot in the leg.(if little >olutions that can add up. simply bv touch- "It was unbelievable," he recalled. "BuUets were Hying over
har Isacsson "02 is one of our heads. I heard four or five pops and heard the ting on
a garbage can. I don't even remember what I was feeling at
ins h\cs and makiiii; a dillercn
those thousands.
^liile most Ta\lor athletes were training last summer, the time because I was in such awe that it was happening."
Isacsson was playing hardball. Even after 15 years of prac- Through it all. Isacsson maintained a surprising outlook
tice. he liad never experienced baseball so rough. "We'd on the experience. "In a way, I'm glad I was put in that posi-
have to install new bases every single day because the bases tion because now I know what [the kids] have to go through
were taken in the middle of the night." Isacsson com- and live with every day," he said,
mented. Isacsson became involved in the league after his
Isacsson. a senior sports management major, ^^^ » •• »^.^ father met its founder, Bob Muzikowski, at
'^ a Christian men's fellowship conference.
Muzikowski's story is the basis for the
book "Safe at Home" and "Hard-
ball," a movie that premiered in
September 2001, starring keanu
Reeves, although Muzikowski is
not affiliated in any way with
either project.
"God gifted me with the
\
is a pitcher for the Taylor baseball team.
For the past two summers, he has ex'peri-
enccd the hard-hitting life of inner-
ciu Chicago, as he has served as a
coach, administrator and umpire in
the Near West Little League.
Although the area certainly doesn't
offer any Field of Dreams, Isacsson
and his colleagues work hard to create
a safe haven in the inner-city ball fields
for at-risk kids who otherwise could be
lost to drugs and crime. "We're helping
kids who don't have a prayer in life." Isacs-
son observed. "If we save only one or two, it's worth it."
On more than one occasion, instead of running the bases. Christian school in inner-city Chicago that is currently being
Isacsson and the team found themselves running for their built under the direction of Muzikowski.
lives. One day last summer. Isacsson and a fellow coach In the meantime, Isacsson plans to continue to touch
arrived at Cabrini Green to pick up their players, when lives wherever he can and looks forward to his next opport-
the\ heard the chilling sound of gunfire. Isacsson, the unity to play hardball.
talent to plav baseball," said Isacs-
son, who plans to yvork for the Rich-
mond Roosters, a minor league team,
next year. Eventually, he would also like to
work in athletics at the Chicago Hope Academy, a
Isacsson's Caprini Green players presented him with a signed basebali at the end of their summer together.
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REDly^
Packard^ Photo by Harold Beattie '50
One of the legends at Taylor University involves George Toops' 1936 red Packard convertible
and Magee-Campbell-Wisconsin dormitory. One night "friends" maneuvered the Packard up
the front stairs and into the women's lounge— providing an unusual morning welcome for
the female students.
The Red Packard Memorial Scholarship Fund was established as a partial payback for a
debt that can never fully be repaid— the privilege of sharing in the "Taylor Experience."
This scholarship provides financial assistance to Taylor University students with financial
need who participate in intercollegiate athletics. Toops hopes that the conspirators of this
legendary stunt and others will be encouraged to contribute to this fund.
The history of Taylor is full of legends.
For more information about tiow to get involved, call Nelson Rediger at
the William Taylor Foundation at 1-800-882-3456, ext. 5120 or email
nlrediger@tayloru.edu.
Class of '52 to set Homecoming record
The entire class of ^52 is teaming up for a goal that sets them apart from every other class
at Taylor University. When they gather at next fall's Homecoming on Oct. 25-27/ 2002^ they
hope to be able to give a gift of $300,000 back to their alma mater, the largest gift ever from
a 50th reunion group. Aiming to have 100% of their members give at least a small amount
to the gift, class leaders are also hoping to be able to state that 50% of class has TU in their
wills. Join the team for this winning cause.
" I believe in Taylor's vision, especially
going into all the v/orld and preaching
the gospel. Having been a part of
the 1st Venture for Victory basketball
evangelism team in 1952, I realized
that vision then, and I believe the chal-
lenge and vision remains and is now
even greater at TU."
—Don Granitz '52, chair, fund-raising
committee
.i-jjpH
I
"After graduating from Taylor, going to
Fuller Seminary, and settling in south-
ern California, we were so pleased that
all four of our children were able to
go to TU. Now our grandchildren are
heading to Taylor as well. With this proj-
ect, we're working to make sure that
continuing generations of students can
experience the wonderful environment
that we did."
— Ken Dunl<elberger '52
Alumni N otes
1940 $3,780/67%
Ruth (Johnson) Hall has moved to 222
Ferris Hills. Canadaigua, NY 14424.
1942 $18,066/72%
Cordon McDonald died on Dee. 25, 2()(K).
Suniving is wile Martha (Huffer x '44) who
can be reached through her daughter Ruth
Ann (McDonald x'66) Fouse. at 1735 W SR
32. Winchester IX 47304. Gordon was on
stiiff at Taylor in the maintenance depart-
ment tor many years. He & Martha provided
housing for students in their home over the
decades. • Leo J. Sands died on Oct. S.
2001, after a brief illness. .\lr Sands ser\'ed in
World War II and the Korean conflict and was
general manager of floor tile manufacturing
plants across the U.S. Wife Charlotte resides
at 5600 Pembroke St, Ventura, CA 93003.
1944 $6,400/63%
Don & Dottle (Ferree '41) Yocom have moved
to 5S5 N St Rt 741. Lebanon, OH 45036.
They would lo\'e to hear from Taylor friends.
1951 $43,820/90%
"°sT4Too^
LeRoy Lindahl is living with his son's family
in Santa Cruz, Boli\ia, for several months this
year Email is lcl624@yahoo.com. • Floyd H;
Pat Sheppard recently celebrated their 48'''
wedding anni\'ersar\-. Floyd is a retired pastor
teacher and chaplain. He now ser\'es as
supply pastor of an ARP Presbyterian Church
and also works part-time in a supermarket.
Their address is 8 .Monroe Ct. Rus.sellville, AR
7280] Email is rtosheppard@iuno.com.
1952 $139,356/75%
—^50-year class reunion. Oct. 25-27. 2002
1953 $23,725/69%
John D. Journell died on Sept. '), 2001, from
acute leukemia. His wife Bonnie (Ewing
x'51) sur\ives; she lives in Salem, hid.
1957 $13,635/60%
—45-year class reunion, Oct. 25-27, 2002
1958 $46,198/60%
•lohn S: Gwendolyn (Davies) Gettmann li\e
at 2779 E Warner Fresno, CA 93710. Gwen-
dolyn is an educational therapist for Fresno
Christian Schools. Email is johngwen58
@acninc.net.
1962 $35,775/50%
—10 year class reunion. Oct. 25-27. 2002
1964 $37,030/50%
William Madison is retired from Traveler's
In.surance Co. He is also the author of two
books. Bill & wife Ruth live at 283 Chris-
tiana Rd, New Castle, DE 19720. Email is
wgm4ref@'juno.com.
1965 $69,117/41%
.\fter teaching for 32 years in Long Island.
N.V.. Dan & Annette (Nerguizian) Bruce
are now relief houseparents at the Milton
S. llershey School for disadvantaged chil-
dren. Their new address is 1801 We.xford
Rd, Palmyra, PA 17078. Email is anndanb
@juno.com.
1967 $12,602/39%
—35-year class reunion. Oct. 25-27, 2002
1968 $26,757/38%
Dr. Larry & Susan (Winey '69) Correll cur-
rently reside at Clare Cottage, 1724 Cres-
cent Dr, Beloit, Wl 53511, while on home
ministry in America. In addition to his role
as mission director of Timothy Ministries,
Larrv' ser\'es as president of Kum Bible Col-
lege in Eastern Cape of South Africa. Sue
teaches elementary education, trains Afri-
can pre-school teachers and is developing
an ESL project. They have three children
and eight grandchildren, all living in the
.Midwest. Email is lscorr@cs.com. • Retired
physician Dr. C. David Steury died on Dec.
15, 2001, after a battle with cancer Dr
Steury was a member of the First Presbyte-
rian Church in Bluffton, Ind., member of
Caylor-Nickel Medical Clinic board of direc-
tors 1990-1999, and past president of its
medical staff and past president of its
clinic board. In 1985. he was the first
physician to be named Physician of the
Year at Caylor-Nickel. Sur\'i\'ing is wife
Nedra; parents. Clinton and Ruth (Musel-
man x'46) Steury; children .lames and
Courtney; brother Wesley Steury '72; and
sisters Ann (Steury TUFW '77) Tomlinson
and Rhonda (Steury x'79) Cuthbertson.
1969 $27,655/38%
Sheila (Solomon) Beers is pianist for the
Talma L'nited Methodist (Church near Roch-
ester hid. In addition to being part of
the music ministrx', she enjoys projects and
activities of the United Methodist Women.
Her address is 110 Logan St, Argos, IN
46501-1221. • Roger & Heather (Klassen)
Ewald are living in Redmond, Wash., where
Heather is an administrative assistant at
Gordon Construction and Roger works at
Bellexue Community College as a media
Accompanying the alumni notes this issue is class financial giving and percent of participa-
tion. As alumni you can be proud of your faithfulness and generosity to your alma mater!
Alumni support comes in many forms — through prayer, cheering on athletic teams, attend-
ing reunions and regional gatherings, providing internships and career advice for students,
scholarships— the list goes on. We do appreciate you — and we need you! Your sacrificial
gifts enable our institution to continue to educate and disciple young people who are greatly
needed in our world. You are making a difference!
[ t^„ j^ Q
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manager. They are both \'er\- inx'ohed at
chureh in kids' work and music. Their chil-
dren are Mar\' (25), Christina (22). Cr\'stal
(20), Joshua (19), Alan (15) and Timotliy
(13). Email is rewald@sttl.us\vest.net.
1970 $26,273/32%
Shirley Haitlich, wife ot' Stevan Haiflich,
passed away on Feb. 1 ot pancreatic cancer
Stevan continues to live at 41S X Misha-
waka St, Akron, Ind., 46910 where he serves
as pastor of the Akron United Methodist
Church. Email is srhaiflich@hoosierlink.net,
• Bruce & Karol (Koehler 71) Hess live at
10 Fairview l)r, llaskini; Ridjie, N.) l)792l).
Bruce works for TKG Technologies, LLC.
Email is hcssbr(s'erols.com.
1972 $44,249/41%
-30 year class reunion, Oct. 25-27, 2002
1973 $33,052/42%
David Voris is now \ice president of Fifth
Third Bank in Central Indiana, where he
manages treasur>' management sales and
sen'ices for the Central Indiana affiliate. Me
and wife .leannine have one child, Alex ( 10).
and they live at 1 1458 Muirfield Trace, Fish-
ers, IX 46(US. Email is jw\oris(a aol.com. •
Joyce (Bost) Zug teaches algebra at Forest
Middle School and would lo\'e to hear from
her Taylor friends. She resides at .300,1
Stoncmill l)r, Lynchburg, \A 24502. Email is
fourjzs@aol.com.
1975 $211,301/33%
David i\ I'.cvcrlcy Bogear live at 20,3 E
Fair Ave, Lancaster, OH 4.3130. David is
the superintendent of the City of Lancaster
Parks and Recreation. Email is bogear
@fairfieldi.com. • In .luly 2001, Randy &
Diane (Fuller 77) Sellhorn hosted a gather-
ing for Taylor freshmen from Western Michi-
gan. The Sellhorns live In Roekford. Mich •
TUU West Michigan freshmen unite at Randy '75
& Diane (Fuller 77) Sellhorn's home with their
son Tyler '04, center back row.
Tim is; Lynn (Mayhall) Westberg are excited
about their new venture. Shelter Ministries,
which will provide rest and spiritual renewal
for missionary families. Their new address
is Shelter Ministries, 16825 Goshawk Rd W,
Colorado Springs, CO 80908.
Elderhostei classes offered
Taylor University Upiand
July 7-12, 2002
Looking for an educational adventure
with other adults 55 and older? Would
you enjoy studying college-level, non-
credit liberal arts courses taught by
knowledgeable and caring faculty? Then
come to the Elderhostei Program this
summer at Taylor's Upland campus.
Hostelers will enjoy air-conditioned
accommodations with a choice of single
or double occupancy private baths, caf-
eteria meals and a variety of evening
activities. There is a limited enrollment
of 50 maximum. The cost is $41 2 per
person for double occupancy and $437
for single occupancy
Courses include From Perestroika to Putin
taught by Professor Jim Coe; The Holocaust:
History and Reflection taught by Dr. Carl
Siler; and Defining Episodes in 20'' Centuiy
American H/story taught by Dr. Tom Jones.
For more information contact:
Dr. Richard Parker
Elderhostei Coordinator
Taylor University
236 W. Reade Av.
Upland, IN 46989
Office: 765-998-5215
rcparker(5)tayloru.edu
www. tayloru. edu/upland/academics/programs/elderliostel
1976 $27,446/35%
Stan Daugherty was named head men's
basketball coach at (ioshen College. He
and wife Brenda reside at 912 William Dr.
Goshen, IX 46526. They ha\'e three chil-
dren. Amber (24), Travis (2,3) and Trevor
( 1,^). Email is stanrdCg goshen.edu.
1977 $39,437/36%
—25-year class reunion, Oct. 25-27, 2002
.\l.irk cS: Linda (Stewart) Caldwell arc semi-
retired after selling their ehildcare center
that h,'id been operating since 1981. The
6,000 square-foot building was located on V/2
acres and housed 98 children from toddler
to school age. Their children are Megan (21 ),
Stephen (17) and Dc.Vnna ( 1,3). The family
li\es at 1,320 .Mulberr\- Ln, Fain-iew, P.\
16415 Ijnail is lceowl4@aol.eom. • Donald
tx I'eg Faimon live with their children Lil-
ly.iniia (5) and Xoah (,3) at 725 High
Meadow Ln, Oxhird, ( HI 45056. Donald is
an optometrist at .MidW'est Eye Center Email
is faimonmaCamiavxl.muohio.edu- • Doug-
las & Joyce (Vastbinder) Wanty arc teachers
for Fairborn City .Schools. They recently cel-
ebrated their 25"' wedding annix'ersaiy. The
family lives at 205 Cozad Dr. Fairborn, Oil
45,324-.VV10 Email Is dewjawf" prodigy.net.
• Mark &Vicki (Wilson 78) Weeden
li\-e at 1504 E Forest \\v. WTieaton. IE
60187, where .Mark is in sales for Industrial
Enclosure (x)i-p. Children arc .Mark (11),
Madeleine (41 and .Michael 12). Email is
Taylor mourns the loss
of Alyce Cleveland
Alyce (Rocke
'48) Cleveland
died on Jan. 30.
2002, from inju-
ries suffered in
an accident on
campus.
She is the
mother of Taylor
alumni relations
director Marty
Songer, grand-
mother of Taylor students Loralee Songer
and Kristin Conn, and aunt of Taylor stu-
dents Dan and Ben Rocke.
Memorial gifts may be given in memory
of Alyce to the Wilbur M. and Alyce (Rocke)
Cleveland Memorial Endowed Scholarship.
Cleveland
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ni;irUnccdenismsn.ci)ni. • Brenda (Hobbs)
Zane li;is dusted otf her t:hristi;m Kdiication
deuree and lias otrieially ijone bacU into the
tield as the director of children's ministries
at Clemson Presbyterian Church |PCA) in
Clemson, S.C. She and husband Stewart ha\e
three daughters. Katie {22), .\my (20) and
Gracie ( 16). Brenda would lo\'e to hear from
her TL' friends. Email is zaney@Inno\'a.net. •
Matthew & Karen Holman x reside at .'(''l.^;
74'" I'laee E. Sara.sota, FL ,^4243. Matthew is
a manager at PricewaterhouseCoopers. Email
is mholmancatampabay.rr.eom.
1981 $39,613/34%
Vickie (Kepley) Biles and David Bowerso.x
were married on .May 26. 2001. Children of
the couple are Patrick Biles (14), Michael
Biles (9), Grace Bowersox (13) and Rachael
Bowersox (12). Vickie works for Space
Telescope Science Institute as procurement
super\-isor. The family li\'es at 54S Cross-
bridge Dr. Westminster. .MD 01473. Email
is bowersox@stsci.edu. • Gordon & Janet
(Meier) Lewin live with sons Bradley
( ll)| and Kyle |7) at 960 Concord Ln. Hoff-
man Estates. IL 6019,S. Email is jlewinS
CS'attbieom.
1982 $96,107/38%
—20-year class reunion. Oct. 25-27. 2002
Beth Divine married Michael Gastineau
on .\lareli Id. 2(101. in Indianapolis, Ind.
.Michael is an actuary at E.\cess, Inc.. and
lieth is communication coordinator at Clar-
ian Health. The couple lives at 73.^ Canal (;t,
Michael & Beth (Divine '82) Gastineau
Retired Professor Heath reaches Heavenly home
On Nov.
14, 2001, at
his home in
Rock Hill,
S.C, Dr. Dale
Heath,
former TU
professor of
Greek, grad-
uated from
tfie Church
militant to the Church triumphant, with
honors in the stewardship of historic truth.
An inveterate learner, he graduated from
Greenvillle College and Asbury Theological
Seminary, with his 1965 Ph.D. in patristics
from Michigan State University. He served
1 5 years in the pastorate.
He came to Taylor as professor of ancient
language and history a relationship which
lasted 27 years. He and Freida opened their
Upland, Ind., home to hundreds of students
for their nurture and encouragement.
Not physically big, his energy seemed
indefatigable. He began his days at 3 a.m.
If he tired during his day he would steal
1 0-minute naps on his office hardwood
floor, or step into the snow for calisthenics.
Every minute was devoted to teaching prep-
arations. He arrived to each class carrying
two briefcases, each laden with books, and
would stand on his desk to regain our tired
attention or simply treat our fatigued bodies
to ice cream in the Campus Grill.
He would weep in class as he recited a
hymn sung earlier in chapel or weep as he
read from the recorded death of a second
century Christian martyr, or weep as he
traced the separation travails between
Abelard and Heloise. Yet many Saturdays
found him seated on the bench with the
football players, envious of their strength,
but they of his endurance.
Following Freida's death, most thought
Dale would shrivel and die. But God gave
him Evelyn Rupert, and their 1 6-year mar-
riage catapulted them into a retirement of
research, writing and publishing. Together
they taught and lectured worldwide. Our
prayers are for Evelyn as she lives out
their memories, and our gratitude is to
God for such a teaching influence on
our maturing lives. Amen. —Bob Shuler '67,
senior pastor, Riverside First United Methodist
Church, Riverside, Calif.
Memorials may be made to the Dale Heath
scholarship fund at Taylor University.
Indianapolis, IN 46202. • Jeffrey Simmons
is assistant professor at hy Tech State CIol-
lege. He and wife Bobbi (Jones) ha\e four
children, Rebecca ( 16), .\ndrew ( 12), .lustin
(9) and Jessica (6). They live at 15.S S Park
Ln, Butler. IN 46721. Email is jsimmons
(S'ixy.tcc.in.us.
1983 $23,113/31%
Dean iS: MIndy (Date) Anderson ha\c moved
to 2(I6B Fo.ss Creek C^ir, Healdsburg. CA
9.S44.S, where Mindy has written children's
books under her pen name Lea Date.
Both Dean and Mindy have been writing
articles for Essay Magazine. Children are
P.ret (11). Paige (9) and .lill (7). Email is
nild,-ite(ayahoo.com. • John Hagy received
his Ph.D. in counseling psychology from
Tennessee State Uni\'. He is currently assis-
tant clinical director with a rural mental
health clinic while completing his post-
doctoral internship. His wife Kathy (Payne
'84) is a honieschool/liockey mom for their
son ,lohn (10). Their new address is 2567
Ilwy 54, Fort Scott, KS 66701. Email is jh
(aaieon.net. • ,lcff \- Patty (Pefley) Lucas are
proud to announce the birth of .loseph Neil
on April LS, 2001. Patty works as a teaching
assistant at CIrown Point Adult Learning
Center Their address is 350 EUendale Pkwy,
Crown Point. IN 46307. Email is jlboiler
(ocompuserve.com.
1985 $23,235/27%
.\fter 13 years as a probation offieer, Melissa
(Massey) Ward has accepted the position
of district coordinator with the SOMM Pro-
gram. She is responsible for monitoring
sex offender parolees in the greater Fort
Wayne area, as well as surrounding counties.
.Melissa, husband Ted and daughter Olivia
(7) live at 1804 N Tillotson Ave, Muncie, IN.
Email is theozgrl@suitelOI.com.
1986 $25,745/33%
These Taylor friends gcjt together in Indiana
24
Alumnae from 1986 and 1987 gather in Indiana.
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for a weekend of eatchini; up in Anyiist
2(101. I'ietured from left to risiht are Faith
(Champoux) O'Leary. Jennifer (Davis x)
Kelly, Elizabeth (Curran x'87) Riofredo.
Paula (Wine) Smith and Davina (Roberts)
Holaday. • Dan N: Debliie Johnson x li\e
at 7100 Camini) Del Rev Dr. RoeUford.
MI 49341. Children are Kaylee (10),
Natalee (7) and Savannah (3). Email
is djohnsonOOS@sprintmail.com • Rob i\
Stephanie Myers joyfully announee the
birth of i-Vle.xis Kay on June 27. 2001; she
joins Logan (6). Rob is the director of ancil-
lary scrxices for \ernon Memorial Hospital.
The family's address is ES298 CR SS, Viro-
qua. \\'\ 54665. Email is rmyers@m\vt.net.
1987 $25,142/33%
—15-year class reunion, Oct. 25-27, 2002
Mike & Valerie (Wilson) Boado run the
NEOS Fellowship Center in Tagum City,
Philippines. This is a youth center reaching
out to children, young people and their fam-
ilies. \'alerie also does community health
work. Children are Esther (7), Steven (5)
and Dee^\nn (2). Their address is PO Bo.\
681, Tagum City 8100, Philippines. Email
is phosterla chromenet.net. • Brian iS: Judy
(Emlano) Davies rejoice in the birth of
Megan Elizabeth on Xov. 8, 2001. The family
resides in Simi \'alley, Calif. • Doug is:
Pamela Otto are the proud parents of
Grace born Nov. 2'), 2000. Doug is senior
event coordinator for Focus on the Family.
The family lives at 5988 Corinth Dr, Colo-
rado Springs, CO 80918. Email is ottodw
@fotf.org. • Rick 8; Lane Sawyer have
moved to 2112 Glencoe Hills Dr. Apt 12,
Ann Arbor, MI 48108. Rick is regional
controller for Mclvinley Associates. Email
is rsawyerOOO'mediaone.net. • Tony Stopp
married Briana Warne in September 1999.
They are the proud parents of Mikaylee
Nikol born March 28, 2001. Sister Meagan
is 10. Tony is a sales rep at Bell Packaging.
Their address is 1711 Scenic PI, Marion,
IN" 46952. Email is stopp@'comteck.com. •
Alan Symonette continues as office man-
ager at Cal\'ar\- Bible Church. He, wife
Patrice, Brandon (8) and Evan (5) can be
reached at PO Box SS-6006, Nassau, Baha-
mas. Email is alan_symcinettc@yahoo.com.
1988 $127,785/29%
Jeff {n: Karol Arnette reside at 1111 E \'ine
St. Mt X'ernon. ( )I1 43050. Jeff is a psy-
cliologist at Kno.x County ESC. Email is
jsarnette&bright.nct. • Steve Collette X is
the national manager of new stores for
Best Buy Corp. His address is 1437 Toledo
Ave N, Golden \alley, MN 55422. Email
is .\arthan@ mediaone.net. • Eril< & Lynne
(Tucker x'90) Fahlen joyfully welcomed Eril
.\rne. .Ir. into their family on .lune 3. 20((1.
Siblings are .lenn.-i (11), Tucker (9) and
l.innea (3). Erik helps operate his family-
owned business. Amies Baker>' tic Restau-
rants Lynne enjoys being home with the
Lynne (Tucker x'90) & Erik Fahlen '88 and family
children. Their address is at 6656 (Iran Via
Dr NE. Roelvford, .Ml 4')34 1 Email is Eric
taarnicsinceom
1989 $27,410/30%
The mailing address for Scott cs: Sonya
(Shamblin) Cleveland is I'O iio.\ is, .\mo. IN
46103. Children are (bailie and (^athcrine.
Sonya is idmission.s/marketing director for
.Millers Health Systems and .Scott is an attor-
ney. Email is scle\elandlO'oliiitmail.ciim. •
.\Iardi N- Todd Mitchell (formerly Yeager -
a family name change) li\e with their chil-
dren Chad (10) and .\lolli (3) in Peoria. 111.
Todd is in his first year of medical school at
L'ni\' of Illinois College of Medicine. Email is
whee4tojunii.com. • Byron & Jenny (Dick-
inson) Skaggs have moved to 142 Lowry
Ln. W'ilmorc. KV 40390. to attend Asbury
Theological Seminary. Their children are
.lonathan (3) and Aubrianna (1). Email
is jcn.skaggs(s asbury.edu. • (;ary\- Jenny
(Moody) Wilcox joyfully announce the birth
Record of alumni giving
Alumni are among the most faithful supporters of Taylor University. Throughout the alumni
notes you will find total (dollar amounts given by each class, as well as the percentage of
alumni in each class who gave. These figures are displayed within the class notes when
possible, or below when no notes were sent for the respective classes. Figures include
giving to the Taylor Fund, designated giving, Taylor World Outreach and WBCL.
1928 1937 1949 1963
$40,200/100% $1,550/69% $13,800/66% $31,336/49%
1929 1938 1950 1966
$830/50% $12,590/82% $41,095/63% $72,113/47%
1930 1939 1954 1971
$550/75% $16,215/93% $34,228/68% $26,992/33%
1931 1941 1955 1974
$1,875/50% $18,845/81% $38,165/65% $56,161/34%
1932 1943 1956 1978
$1,000/40% $10,415/84% $32,149/57% $39,095/37%
1933 1945 1959 1979
$990/70% $6,160/60% $37,881/76% $43,003/30%
1934 1946 1960 1980
$2,970/75% $4,445/68% $24,680/55% $46,532 /32%
1935 1947 1961 1984
$685/50% $6,810/54% $37,507/63% $29,053/30%
1936 1948
$3,300/71% $30,745/60%
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of Zaehiiry Tlioiiuis on March 22. 2lHil; lie
joins Stephen (.S), Oystal (7) and .loiuih (5)
The t'amily Hves at 111477 Bottle Rock Rd.
Kelsevvillc, (:.\')5-t51.
Gary & Jenny (Moody '89) Wilcox and family
1990 $16,242/31%
Tom iV Tammy (Hittle) Germain arc the
proud parents of Audrey Clracc born Xo\'.
20. 2111)1; shcjoin.s brothers Tucker (."*) and
Spencer (11 1. The family resides in Fort
Wayne, hid.* Steven Helniger continues
to teach eii;hth i;rade history at I-'ishcrs
.III. He, wife Dana (Michel) and children
Colton (7). Jordan (4) and Teegan ( 1 ) li\'c
at 1(007 Tybalt Dr. Fishers. IN 4603.S. Email
is sheiniger(s iquest.net. They enjoy bcinii
neighbors with fellow TV alums Kevin &
Suzy (Moeschberger) Roth and Rod '89 &
Julie (HImes '89) Cerig • ,Ste\'e \- Pam
(Hoeksema) Malliet have nio\ed to 2()()2
San Mateo Dr, Plainrield, IL 60544. Steve
is executive vice president and .general man-
ager for the .lolict .lackhammers. ;m inde-
pendent minor league baseball team. I'am
enjoys staying home uith Sara (.^) and .lack-
son (3). Email is pammallietfeaol.com. •
.lames t^ Laura (Chitwood) Meyer ha|ipily
announce the birth of Christopher .lames on
May 1. 2001; he joins Elizabeth (10) and
Ashlyn (7). Laura teaches music and move-
ment at ( )range\vood School. Their address
is 2()4().'( X 97"' Ave. I'eoria. \Z .S,53S2. Email
is Imeyer(oor.\vesd.kl2.az.us. • Toby 6^; Kris-
tin Shope are ple:ised to announce the birth
^^
of .lackson Emnuuiuel ('hristopher Lee on
Aug. 27. 2001. Sister Carter is 2. Toby is
youth p;istor ;it Bethel (Church. The family
li\cs ;it 40''3 IClmwood Rd, South Euclid,
Oil 44121-255S. • Steve Wolfe married
Truiimie Shields on ,Iune '), 2001. in tirecn-
tnw n. hid, .\fter spending eight years with
inner-city missions in Chicago, Steve is
teaching at Eastbrook School (^orp.. in .Mat-
thews, hul. Tamniie works for Sepraeor
I'liarmaccutical (>o. Ste\e is the .son of
Robert '58 & Rosanne (Shippy '59) Wolfe
anti brother of Cathie (Wolfe '87) Home.
Tl' participants in the wedding were Darren
Hotmire '89. Darrel Hotmire '89 and Ed
'83 & Rhonda (Rector '84) Fow/ler. Email is
.•\?1!5 •5'"^
^bV^'''^
K#i' im
ml'" fl
^P*r "- hk IBsktf^ ^JB^
pM^r^ \wrr^ AM ^ \ fm
/ •t\%
Tammie & Steve Wolfe '90
wcilleosifjunocom. • Gre.g & Tammy (Ort-
mann) Zydonis have mo\-ed from (:;ilifornia
and \entured north to Anchorage, Alaska.
Greg is hack in school at \Ji\i\ for his avia-
tion degree while Tammy stays home with
their son l)a\id. Their new address is 141
Patterson St #1 12. Anchorage, AK 'W,5()4.
Kristin 8<Toby Shope '90 and family
Tammy (Ortmann '90) & Greg Zydonis with David
1991 $23,248/30%
.\hii-\in \- Kelli (Cerber) Foster reside ,it
14.5 (;armatter St. I'.luffton. I Hi 45M7.
Kelli is a librarian at Kaubiseh .Meuiorial
Public Library. Email is mfoster<a'wcoil.com.
• Email for Lance Sonneveldt is sonncxeldt
(o'ehartermi.net. • l)a\itl t^ Trade (Evans)
Zander Joyfulh' a[inoiniee the birth of Aaron
lielmont on Aug. 20, 2001; he joins Hannah
(5), Sean (3) and Isaac (1 ). Wanda i\- Gary
Evans '71 of Ili.ghland. .Mich., are the proud
grandparents. The Zanders live in Webber-
ville, .Mich.
David &Tracie (Evans '91) Zander and family
with Wanda & Gary Evans '71
1992 $23,617/30%
— lO-year class reunionOct. 25-27, 2002
Shaw n \' Candy (Sellers) Chrisman .ue
happy to announce the birth of tJassaniIra
Leigh on June 27, 2001. Brother Mic.ah is
2. Candy is tutoring part-time while takin.g
care of the children. The family resides
at 11654 Claridon-Troy Rd, Chardon, OH
44024. Email is e,ehrismant<ilycos.c(jm. •
Mikhail & Sally (Gaff) Ejakov have moved
to 22AM Ileinze St, Dearborn, MI 4S12.S.
laiiail is gaff'sall^'msueilu. • N'ince &
Christine (Schutte) Geddes joyfully
annoimce the birth of I'ayton .Marie on
Dec. M. 2(100. Siblings are .lordan (5)
and Taylor (2). They would lo\e to
hear from their Tl' friends. They live
in Ann Arbor, .Mich. Email is x'cgeddcs
(Bjuno.eom. • Matthew Klein married Terri
\'an Zant on Oct. 6, 2001. .Matt practices
environmental law with Kroger. Cardis &
Re.gas. LLP and Tcrri is a senior project
mana.ger with Indy Parks Greenways. The
couple li\es in lndiana|iolis. hid. • Doug
Schoen is account niau;i.ger at Alternative
Resources Corp., and resides at .^16 Sir
Lawrence Dr, Saiiford, FL 3277.^. His chil-
dren are Sunny (7) and lillis (6). Email is
dou.g_sclioen<S'ARCnow.coni. • Emma Suter
X is progr.im assistant at AW'S-Taheimiw.ah
Sports and Recreation and lives at l'.)07
Hale Ave, Fort Wayne, IN 46802. She enjoys
spoiling her nieces and nephews, children of
David '88 & Ellen (Suter '89) Keck Email
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is esutfr<a:i\vsus:i.coni. • Paul &. Jennifer
(Settlage) Urban pniisc tlic Lord tor William
Taylor horn Sept. 21, 2(K»1. Brothers are
Spuncor (4) and Max (2). Paul eontinuus
as student ministric-s director at ( )li\-et EFC
in Muskegon, .\lieh , while ,lennifer is home
with the hoys.
1993 $19,464/29%
Craig Crook resides at 2021 Glenwood A\e,
Fort \\'a\ne, IN' 46805. lie works tor Gram-
Tel USA as a solution consultant. Children
are N'ieholas ( 10) and Preston (SI. Email
is meCaeraigcrook.eom. • Angela Curl lives
at 1.104S Bourne PI, Bristow, \'A 201,V,,
Email is angelaeurl^! hotmail.com. • Steve
& .Irniiila Ross reside at 2S9 S Ellsworth
Rd, I'etoskey, MI 49770. Steve teaches at
Petoskey IIS. Email is stjamCs treeway.net.
1994 $191,912/26%
Mindy Clark has mo\ed to 2024 Stardust
Dr, Tuscaloosa, AI, ,"(540.^. where she has
started a new job as the director of admis-
sions for recruitment at the rni\ of .\la-
bama. She may begin doctoral studies in the
fall. Email is mclark(as.sc. ua.edu, • Alissa
Haralson married Edgar Salazar on June 2,'*,
2001. ,\lissa is project niana.ger for CE.MEX.
The couple lives at Apdo.4')61 Sue. ,1, Mon-
terrey 64841, Mexico. Email is aharalson
@cemex.com • Kevin \ Lisa Holtsberry are
living at J168 Westmills Dr, Columbus, Oil
43204. Kevin is a legislative aide in the ( >hio
Senate. Email is kholtsberrx'&core.eom •
Jenny Kanning's tiance Scott Schindler
(FWBC '86) went to be with the Lord on
Now 27, 2001, after a drunk driver ran a red
light and struck his vehicle. Scott was minis-
ter of music at Blaekhawk Baptist Church.
The couple had not yet .set a date for their
wedding, but were planning to do so during
Jenny Kanning '94 & fiance Scott Schindler
FWBC '86
the holidays • Steve & Jennifer (Griffin)
Mozingo Joyfully announce the birth of
Isaac Russell on Oct. 12. 2001; he joins
brother Avery (2). Steve is minister to chil-
dren and youth at Prairie \'iew Christian
Church in Fishers, hid., the assistant bas-
ketball coach at Fishers .III and also is
active with Campus Life. The family li\es
at 20 Arrowae Dr, Carmel, IX 46(02. Email
is .se\e2.'(2oilO(a yahoo,com. • Stephen &
Trudy (Williams) Nelson are the proud par-
ents of .\licah Andrew born Feb. 22. 2001.
Trudy is full-time mom and is loxing e\'er\'
minute of it. The family resides at 1070 Har-
vard, Berkley, .\1I 48072. Email is mtrudyn
fe'aol.com. • Hal & Charity (Smith) Paddock
joyfully announce the birth of IVlla .\lerey
on ,Inly 10,2001, .She joins big brother
Adam (2). Email is paddoeks.^(Sjuno.eom. •
Dave 6v- Niki (Johnston) Rosswurm proudly
announce the birth of Tyler Da\ id on .luly
6, 2001. Sister Family is 5. Niki was recently
promoted to senior installation consultant
at Lincoln/Delaware Retirement Financial
installing 401(k) plans. The family lives in
F'ort W'nvne. hid. Email is wurm'"fwi,ci>m
Dave & Niki (Johnston '94) Rosswurm and family
• Eric & Sharon (Fabricatore) VanVlymen
are the proud parents of Hope born on
Dec, 17, 2001. Brothers are .lacob (4) and
Nathan 12). Erie is program director for
the Alzheimer's Association, .Miami \'alley
Chapter. The family has mo\-ed to 287,5
Greystoke Dr. Xeni;i, OH 45.'*85. Email is
es\an(g att.net • Ron &. Lisa (Genwig '95)
Wallman annoimee the arrixal of Austin Lee
born on Nov. 2'). 2001. Big sister Alexis (2
1
welcomed him home. The family lives at
5')0 New London Dr, Cireenwood, IN 46142.
• Robert & Renee (Fenner '96) Wohlfarth
are pleased to announce the birth of Lucre-
tia Marie on Nov. 23, 2001; she joins Deanna
(4). Their address is 312 Idlewood Dr,
Chesterfield. IN 46017. Email is kayna2o
(g'yahoo.com.
1995 $19,907/26%
Leslie Darby is studying ( :hinese aiul serv-
ing as a nurse in the People's Republic of
China. Please write c/o .Mark 61; Jen Lewicki,
11972 Sentinel Point Ct, Reston, VA 20191.
Email is writetoleslieCaaoLcom. .Ml mail and
email will be .screened. • Jason & Teresa
DeRouchie joyfully announce the birth of
Ruth ( iraee on .liine 2. 2001 Sister .Marv
Teresa & Jason DeRouchie '95 and family
.lane is 3, Jason is presently pursuing his
I'h-D at .Southern Baptist Theological Semi-
nary in Louisville, Ky., while working at Oak
Park liaptist Church as minister of disciple-
ship. The family li\es at 2005 Blue Teal l.n.
,Ieffersonville, IX 47130, Em:iil is jasonDeRo
tajunocom, • Dan & Susan (Ludema)
Dunham are the proud parents of Picthany
born Sept. 9, 2000; she joins Joshua (3).
Dan recently purchased a carpet cleaning
business and Susan is busy at home with
the children. The family has moved to 131
S Prairie .\ve, Kalamazoo. MI 49oot,, Email
is dunham722(saol,com. • Scott & Alyssa
(Kirk) Miller, along with daughter Rebecca
(3), live in Indianapolis, hid. Scott is the
a.ssoeiate pastor/youth director at Epworth
I'nited .Methodist Church. Email is somiller
(aiqucst net. • Joshua & Rhonda (Reynolds
'94) Moody have moved to 6565 Walnut
Grove, (Columbia, MD 21044. Email is
jmioodyCajunocom, • Wayne \ Karen
(Temple) Riddle ha\e mo\ed to 1800
Longcreek Dr, Apt 10-F, Columbia, SC
29210. Karen is assistant to the director
at I'niv of .South Carolina Press. Email is
riddlekCs sc.edu. • Aimee Wheeler and
Mark Novelli were wed on Dee. 16,
2001. Aimee is the event planner for
student ministry at Willow Creek Commu-
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nity CMiiirch. TIk- cimplc resides ;it l.^ll
kllewild Ct #5. Sehiiumburi;. 11. (i(ll'l5.
KiiKiil is ;inn\clli(s«illo\vcrcek.ors;. • Keii-
iiL-tli {y Irene (Chong) Yuen reside :it FUit B,
13F. Tower <^. ( )eeaii Shores. SN () Kins; Rd,
Tseimy Kuan ( ), Kouloon, Ilong Kons; SAR.
Irene works lor t^atliay Paeirie Airways Ltd
as concept and content nianaijer. Kniail is
Ircnefe pohox.org.sg.
1996 $46,831/26%
Jesse \ Danielle (Jarrett) Holt lune moved
to 138 Capen St. Windsor. CT (KiOQ?. Jesse
works for Ilamilton-Snnstrand at Pratt it
Whitney as an electrical engineer in the
military division of eni;ine controls and
Danielle is in childcare. Email is j.dholt
(gmindspriny.com. • Mark & Kathy
(Caldwell) Johnson welcomed with love
Mark '96 & Kathy (Caldwell '96) Johnson
and family
Kathleen Taylor Kallie" on Feb. 21), 201)1;
brother Wynn is 2, .Mark is director cjf man-
ufacturinij; at B.\l(^ Manufacturini;. Kathy
stays home with the children. The family
lives at 548 Old Iron Works Rd. Spartan-
burg. SC 293(12. Fmail is markiohnsonl'i.S.S
<a msn.com. • Chad (TUFW '96) & Shannon
(Keller) Leichty reside at 1014S Crcektrce
Ln. Noblesvillc, IN 4(iilfili. Shannon is the
youni; adult and singles director at North-
view (Christian Life. Email is cs%&att.net.
• Rob & Jenny (Hobbs '98) Malmqulst are
e.xcited to announce the birth of Lllie .Marie
on April 2'). 2ii()l. The family resides in
Fishers. Ind. • Mark Rudy has completed
his master's degree at the I'niv of Illin(;is
in Chicago nnd is now working at the Chi-
cago Botanic Cardcn. • Kenyon & Laurie
(Hunderfund) Sweeney jcjyfully announce
28
Kenyon '96 & Laurie (Hunderfund '96)
Sweeney with Brendan
the birth of Brendan Joseph on March 3 1
.
2001. The family li\'es at 987 Aqua Ln,
Fort Myers, FL 33919. Email is I\LJustUs2
(saol.com. • Eric & Brenda Tower are the
proud parents of Elizabeth Kathleen born on
July 30. 2001. The family's address is 7635
llollvhoek Ave. Jcnison, Ml 49428. Email
Eric '96 & Brenda Tower with Elizabeth
is etower(agpskl2.net. • Dirk Welch is in
his third year as head Softball coach at
Butler L'ni\' in Indianapolis, hid. Email is
dwclchC? butler.cdu. • Pam Wiersma is now
working with Adventures in Student .Mis-
sions, a youth mission.s/leadcrship develop-
ment organization in Wheaton. 111. Email
is PamASMCg hotniail.com. • .leff \ Tracey
(Larsen) Wlllemstein happily announce the
birth of twins Isaac .leffrey and Madelyn
Dawn on ( )ct. 2. 2001, The family lives in
Zeeland. .Mich. • Kevin \- Sarah (Hooper
x) Williams reside at 1283 Longview Dr.
Cainesville, tjA 30501. Sarah is a trip coor-
dinator for Adventures In .Missions. Email is
karahn7& aol.com.
1997 $20,393/26%
—5-year class reunion, Oct. 25-27, 2002
Jonathan & Carl (Stouder '99) Coords
weleomed Sadie Katherinc on Oct. 10,
2001. The family resides in Fishers,
Ind. ICniails are JpcoordsCs msn.coni and
Cari (Stouder '99) & Jonathan
Coords '97 with Sadie Katherine
earibeth36 yahoo.com, • Todd Evans has
moved to 652 Snyder, Highland. -Ml 48357,
where he teaches history and is the sec-
ondary dean of men at West Highland Chris-
tian Academy. He also coaches freshmen
boy's basketball and is the assistant varsity
basketball coach at Lakeland liS. He would
love to hear from his TL' friends. Email is
bigtcvans97(S'hotniail.com. • Terry 8: ,len-
iiifcr Cugger joyfully announce the birth
of Elijah on Nov. 3. 2001; he joins
Kaleh (2). The family lives in Toiiaw;inda,
N.Y. where Terry is assistant pastor at
Kenmorc Alliance Church. Email is terry
(3kenmorealliaiiee.org- • Adam Hail and
Carrie Ann & Adam Hall '97
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his hriclL' (l.irriu Ann wed Auy. 25,
2001, in Cincinnati, Ohio, lioth Adam ^:
Annie arc attorneys and reside at l.S2,^
Kenipton Dr. Cokniibns. Oil 4.^22(1 Ijnail
is aJhl2.1C3core.com. • Chris fs: Miclicllc
Hayden imnounce the birth ot' Hannah
Ruth on Ausi- S, 2001; she joins ISenjamin
(2). The t'aniily lives in Holland, Mich. Email
is haydcncm(a'riverit.i;\sn.cdu. • Tim &
Julie (Barron '98) Johnson recently ni(]\c(.l
Co Redmond, Wash. Tim is an attorney
with Wilson, Sonsini, Goodrich & Rosati.
ICmail is cimmyiules
C3yahoo.com. • Amy Miller lives in (^edar
Rapids, lowM, where she is district educa-
tion coordinator for Syhan Learning Cienter
l-.niail is amlmiC3aol.eom. • Randy \ Amy
(Heindl) Price reside at 005 Winston Rd,
.lonesboro, IX 40038. Formerly a teacher.
Amy is at home raising their children,
Fallon (111. Landon (S) and twins Kinsey
and Khloe born on .\n!i. 4, 2000, Fmail
is arprieetnbpsinei.com, • Aaron & Janelle
(Cunsolley TUFW '96) Turner are the pmud
parents of Samuel Far! jiorn Sept. 20. 2001,
Brother .loshua is 2. The family li\es in
Winona Lake, Ind. • Steve Walsman and
Abby Pitts were married on .lune 1,5. 2001,
in Duluth, Ga. Stex'c is workin.!; for F^MC-
c jirp as a customer engineer, lie will
be adopting Abby's son Isaac {.^). Abby
stays home with Isaac and is a student at
Georgia Perimeter Colle.gc. The family lives
Steve '97 & Abby W/aisman
in Duluth. (ia • Lance \ Stephanie Witham
live at I040.S Middlebelt, Romulus, .Nil
4S174. where Lance is the associate pastor
at New Faith C chapel. Fm.iil is re\_lancc
<3 hotmail.eom.
1998 $16,713/26%
Karen Brown married I'aul ISaughman on
.lune 24. 200(1, in Canip Hill, Pa. TU partici-
pants were Kari (Knudsen) Olson. Veronica
(AUanach) Norman. Brittany (Sieling) Book
and father of the bride Rev. Robert Brown
'70. Paul pastors a United Methodist Glnu-ch
and Karen keeps busy leading the youth
group, a young adult Bible study and work-
ing part-time at the seminary th.it Paul
attends. The couple's address is 51() .Maple
Karen (Brown '98) & Paul Baughman
.\\e. Tower City. I'.\ 1 70SO, • Scott & Col-
leen (Miller) Burdsall joyfully announce the
birth of C.:aleb Benjamin on .\pril 4, 2001.
The Burds.ills li\c in ("enter .hmction. Iowa.
Colleen (Miller '98) & Scott Burdsall '98 vi^ith
Caleb Benjamin
Young alumni describe the business world
Left to right: Natalie Ellis '01 —Mary Engelbreit Studios; Wendy Berg-
man '96—First Evangelical Free Church, Youth Ministry Staff; Jason
Huitsing '99 —ABN AMRO; Bruce MacFadyen '96 —Vischer Young
Capital Management; Daniel Flanigan '98—Nuveen; Justin Norman
'98
—Morgan Stanley Private Wealth Management.
On Jan. 18, 2002, seven Taylor
alumni spoke to the business senior
seminar stucdents
about their experi-
ences in the business
world. Invited back
to campus by busi-
ness department chair
and associate dean of
the business division
Professor James Coe,
these alumni spoke
encouraging words of
advice for the 2002
seniors,
In the first morning
session, David Voris
73 stated that core
values that Taylor University promotes are
vital and should be adopted by every
Taylor business student.
In the second session, Natalie Ellis
'01 said, "God knows more about your
future than you know about your past.
Ask Him for direction," Wendy Berg-
man '96 gave the advice to work hard
and to pray for wisdom with faith, quot-
ing James 1:5-7. Bruce MacFadyen '96
said to stay open to new options. Jason
Huitsing '99 spoke on the essential
need for integrity in the workplace.
Justin Norman '98 said to work hard
on interpersonal skills, desire and per-
sonal character. Dan Flanigan '98 said
that being a man of God comes
first, and being a businessman comes
second.
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where Seiilt is ;i stiidcm p:istiir. Email is
scbiird(s juno.cdm. • Christina Dillon and
Kevin Johnson '99 were iiKirricd on M:ircli
31. 20(11. l\L-\ in is ;i (.'arpentcr and Cliristina
teaches elementary art, Tliey reside in
Noblesville. hid., with their pet dot;, eat ami
duck. Email is iohn,sonc&\vws.kl2.in us. •
Christina (Dillon '98) & Kevin Johnson '99
Nicole Fisher married Scott Martin '96 in
Lake (ieneva. Wis., on .Inly 7. 2(llll IT
participants were Monique Fisher '00. Liz
2"'' Annual Taylor University
C.S. Lewis & Friends
Alumni Retreat
Taylor University Upland
May 31
-June 2, 2002
A C.S. Lewis & Friends alumni retreat
will be held Friday night through Sunday
morning, ending with a worship service.
Activities include an introduction to the
treasures and new additions in the
Edwin W. Brown Collection, videos and
discussions on the lives and works of
Lewis and related authors.
The cost for the weekend, which
includes program costs, Friday and Satur-
day night lodging, four meals and various
refreshment breaks is $85 per person.
Early registration is encouraged, as the
retreat is limited to twenty.
For more information contact:
David L. Neuhouser
Taylor University
236 W. Reade Ave.
Upland, IN 46989
(765) 998-4245
dvneuhous@tayloru.edu
www. tayloru. edu/upland/programs/
lewis/retreat/lewis retreat.html
Scott '96 & Nicole (Fisher '98) Martin
(White '97) Hawk. Monica (Smith '99)
Armstrong. Dan Martin '02. Joe Batluck
'96. Kevin & Kristin (Lee) Book '96. Steve
Dale '97. Chad Dale '99 and Sid '97 &
Kate (Bradford '00) Zell, Seott teaches si.xth
and sexenth i;radc math and science and
Nicole teaches rit'th s;radc at Colegio IntI dc
Caralxibo in \'alcneia. N'cnczucla. Email is
scottiimartCe aol.com. • Sarah Nelson and
Damian .Minylc were wed on .\pril 21. 21101.
in Brentwood. Tenn. Tl' particip.ants were
Ellen (Barnett) Bugler. Elizabeth (Fulks)
Cobb and Stephanie Seawell Dannan is a
mortsiaije broker and .Sarah is employed at
.Mercy .Ministries, a residential facility where
youni; women with lit'c-controllinsi problems
receive counsehnii and learn IJiblical prin-
ciples. Email is mayorsnT.^to hotmail.eom.
Sarah (Nelson '98) & Damian Mingle
• Matthew i\ Kciidra Ohime arc missionar-
ies with IntI .Messengers in Romania. Email
is mkohinie(f'hotmail,com, • Jana Reynolds
married .Mien .\let:askill on .\pril 7. 2(1(11. in
Nashville. Tenn. Tl' participants were Erin
Reynolds '96. Mark Dickens '96 and Jason
Dreistadt x'95. The couple li\es at IN(i.=^
Champions Dr. Naslnille. TN ,'^7211. Email
Jana (Reynolds '98) & Allen McCaskill
is mccaskilRo'pop.net. • .lason & Kristine
(Grant) Werre arc the proud parents of
.Me.xander Noah born on Dec. 7. 2(10(1.
.iason is a youth coim.selor at a boy's juve-
nile detention facility and Kristine is a spe-
cial education teacher Email is kristiwerre
(nyahoo.com, • Jonathan & Angela (Whit-
taker) Yeager li\c at I4(>,^ll Double Eaiile
Ct, Ft .Myers, EL 33^12, where .Jonathan is
account \'ice president at UBS/Painewebber.
Email is jonyeager76fe yahoo.com.
1999 $29,332/30%
Christie Almond married Darrell Neyley on
.\pril 7. 2(1(11, Tl' participants included
Brad Almond '03. Sara (Henley) Baarendse,
Leslie Clarke, Caleb Moan. Lori Nye '00,
Kellie O'Connell ami Paul Zazzo '94 The
Darrell & Christie (Almond '99)
Negley
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L'duplc- resides :it \2 Holly Hill Rd, Wilm-
injiton, DE I'lSd'). Km.iil is AwXutsi :i.X
(a'aol.ci)ni. • Jeremy & Alyssa (Endres)
Altorfer prniKlly aiinnuncc the hirtli iit LuUe
MichiiLl (111 April JS, Jliol, .kivnix' is r.iticuis
Jeremy '99 & Alyssa (Endres '99) Altorfer
with Luke Michael
analyst at United Facilities and Alyssa
enjoys stayiny home with LuUe. Their new
address is 15512 llrinirield-.lubilee Ktl, lirim-
tield, IL 61517. • Heather Cummlngs and
Matthew Johnson were wed on .Iiih' 2 1
.
211(11. in W'ihnore. Ky Matthew is a student
at Asbury Seminary and Heather works in
the admissions ot'tiee. Their address is 1(I2 N
Heather (Cummings '99) & Matthew Johnson
Maple Apt 5, Wilmore. KY 4l),V)l). • (;usta\'o
& Jill (Craper) Hernandez joyfully annoimee
the birth of Alathea Shannon on Mareh 12.
2001. .lill is pursuinjj a Ph.D. in philosophy
at the Uni\- of Memphis and would lo\e to
hear from her TU friends. Their address is
3441 Pruett Ct, Memphis, TN 38111. Email
is jlhrnndzCaimemphis.edu • Derek Lay is
a teacher as well as director and coach of
speech and theatre in the Oak Grove School
District. His address is 16008 E 28"' Terr
Apt 2213, Independence, MO 64055. Email
is dlay@oakgrove.kl2.mo.us. • Christoplier
Locker married Julie Ilollenbach on Sept 2^K
2001
.
The couple lives at 140 Townsend Dr
Apt 7. llumnielstown. I'A 17036. Christo-
pher works for Capital I'luc Cross in actuar-
ial services. Email is cslockcrts hotmail.com.
• Michelle Long resides in Chino Hills.
I'alif Email is michellemarie7S
(.ahotmail.com. • Mark Sweeney completed
his master's dei;rce in counseliiii' psyeholoijy
and is now employed at Wediko Children's
Seniees as a clinical superxisor, de\elop-
ment coordinator and child and family ther-
apist. His address is 281 Revere St, Re\ere.
.MA 1)2151. Email is mark_sweeney44
(ahotmail.com. • Kent Thompson li\'es
at 2214 I'circe Apt 11. I'.l ninyton. IL
61701. uherc he is a test technician for
State Farm Ins. He recently earned a
master's certificate in scoring for motion
pictures and tele\ision from L^SC. Email
is kentchristiaii77(a hotmail.com. • Carolyn
Webb married Rick Brown on Oct. 27.
Rick & Carolyn (Webb '99) Brown
2001, in l';ieihc (irow. Calif. TC partic-
ip.ints were Jessica Vandermeulen. Betsy
Hagar '98 and Jayson Schoeberlein '98.
The couple li\es in San .lose. Calif. • Kyle
Welty and K.-itie Hawkins were married on
.lune 17, 20(H. in l)urh;im. X.(^ TL' partici-
pants were Kevin Welty '04. Jonathan Thor-
son. Kevin Anselmo. Chad Cabrera. Nathan
Packer. Matt Durbois '00 and David Marti-
nez '01. The couple's parents are Scott '59
& Jenny (Miner x'71) Hawkins and Kermit
'71 & Kathy (Grimm '73) Welty.
2000 $8,951/51%
Robin Allison and Jason Gardner uere mar-
ried on .luly 21. 2001. TL' participants were
Jason '00 & Robin (Allison '00)
Gardner
Alissa Booth. Amber (Bourne) Roth. Tara
Allison '02. Josh McAteer '01 and Matt
Oquist '01 .lason is the band director at
North White IIS and Robin is a sexenth
National Alumni Council works for you
The Taylor University National Aiumni Council is a group of representative alumni working
for alumni antj the University throughout the yean Several NAC members have hosted
alumni gatherings in their regions, as well as assisting the alumni office in planning for
on- and off-campus events. In addition, they select annual alumni award winners, serve
as advisors to the alumni office and the University as a whole, and support their alma
mater through prayer and financial support. They meet on the Upland campus three
times a year and participate in campus events. Current members are:
Jonathan Beukelman '98 Pepper Dylhoff Hill 72
Bob Blume x'62
Mark Collins 79
Walter Cosgrove '00
BevCorts'61
Bob Duell '68
Brian Hoover '94
Tom Jones '71
Marty Hogan Lauber '71
Cairy Littlejohn '91
Janna McComb '85
Josh Mullen '99
Leon Nicholsen '53
David Pyle '70
Melody Rohrer Ringenberg '83
Bur Shilling '70
Mike Sonnenberg '68
If you are interested in joining the NAC, or have any questions regarding the work of the
Council, contact the alumni office at 800-882-3456, x851 1 5 or email alumni(5)tayloru.edu.
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siradc science teacher at RoDscvelt Middle
School. The couple's address is 1 1 1"^> A X
Arbor Ct, Montieello. IX 47WO • Elisabeth
Bargren x and Todd Colburn '98 were mar-
ried on July 7, 2(1(11. TL' participants were
Joel Campbell '98. Andy Bargren '97, Jon
Baker '98. Josh Corwin '98. Mike Smucker
'98. Chad Helms '98. Sarah Felix x'01 and
Katie (Colburn '96) Austin. The couple is
li\ins; in Indianapolis, Ind.. where Todd
Elisabeth (Bargren x'OO) &Todd Colburn '98
works lor Acecnture • Bryan (TUFW
'01) & Veronica (Nelson x) Copenhaver
moved to 421 ISaleen .\vc Apt (M, Kenai,
AK 'J'Xil 1. where Bryan is the youth
pastoral Kenai Christian ('hurcli. h^niail is
bvcopc(salaska.net. • Emily Hartman m,ar-
ried .lonathan IIoo\er on .lune Id. 211(11. in
Syracuse. X.Y, TL' participants were Karin
Staffin '01, Cory '99 & Kelly (Wise '99)
Jonathan & Emily (Hartman '00) Hoover
Hartman and Mindy (Benteman '99) Lerch.
Emily is a seminar director at a non-prorit
organization. .lonathan is the Grace College
men's soccer team goalie coach and the
director of a residential home tor mentally
disabled adults. The couple's address is
."*,"(( I') Ruder Ln. War.saw. IX 465.S2. Email
is emjhoover@yahoo.coin. • Frederick
Heath is pursuing a master's degree in
information systems at George .Mason
Univ in Fairfa.x. Va. Email is fred_heath
(syalioo.com. • Jason ^: Janet (Bryan) Phil-
lips are in their second year serving at
Hebron School, an .\1K school in South
India. Email is phillips(" hcbronooty jirg •
Laura Wilder married Andy Krause on .March
."(l. 21)01. TV participants were Amanda
(Miller) Rupp, Erin (Johnson '99) Kutnow.
Daniel Hernandez. Erin (Hasler) Farley .-md
Jen Berry, Andy teaches at Concord IIS and
Laura is a grad student at Western Michigan
I'niw The couple's address is 6^)465 L'nion
Rd. .\pt. 2. Union. .MI 4')I30.
Memorials and Honorariums
November 2001 — January 2002
Memorials Miss Alice Holcombe Rick Seaman
Adona Ball Mr. and Mrs. James Sellers Mr and Mrs, Daniel Potts
Mr and Mrs. Darrell Stone Miss Lois Weed John Siner
Class of 1961
Nancy K. Wheaton Rev and Mrs, Gerald Klinefelter
Rev. and Mrs. Raymond Bachman Jason Hennie Mr and Mrs, Dale Nevrton
LTC (Ret) and Mrs. James Crowder Mr and Mrs. Kenneth Peirce Katrina Wahl
Or, and Mrs. H, Fred Pomeroy Warren Jacobus Mr and Mrs, Nelson Rediger
Dr. and Mrs. William Ringenberg Mr and Mrs, John Baker
Honorariums
Jay Conrad Fred Luthy
Miss Arleen Conrad Rev, and Mrs, Edgar Cline
Phyllis Conrad
Miss Arleen Conrad
M. Delight DeVoss Evers
Mr. William Evers
Robert Peirce
Dr and Mrs, Thomas Lesh Gene L, Rupp
Harry Haakonsen
Dr and Mrs. Dale Williams
William Pritchett
Mr and Mrs, M, Dayne Bonta
Mr and Mrs, Michael Fitzjarrald
Mrs, Sherry Gormanous
Mr and Mrs. Scott A, Haley
Dale Heath Lowell Rupp Mrs, Helen Jones
Mr Gary Cox Mrs, Helen Jones Mr and Mrs, Douglas Newlin
Mr and Mrs. William Ewbank Mr and Mrs, Charles Stevens
Dr, and Mrs. Donald Taylor
Andy '00 & Laura (Wilder '00) Krause and friends
2001 $7,463/77%
Catherine Alexander teaches at Hampton
Christian IIS. She lives in Hampton. \'a
Email is Uatieruth^ yahoo. cfjm. • Natalie
Bernhardt is working as a graphic design
assistant at Tyndale House Publishers. Her
address is c/o Cindy Brobcrg. 101 Lake Hin-
sdale Dr Apt .11(1. W'illowbrook. IE 00527.
Email is natalie_bcrnhardtfehotmail.com. •
Chris Corwin is a dealer counselor tor Ivirby
Co., ot' Waterloo. He lives in Cedar Falls,
Iowa. Email is ccubed07feaol.com. • Matt
Co(jrtney married Sarah Jane Bennett on
July 2S. 2001, The couple li\cs at 240
Legend Dr Apt 203. X'alparaiso. IX 463S3.
Email is mattandsarah2001fe'yahoo.com. •
Adam Gee married Danae Curric on
June 2.1, 2001
. Adam is working tor Spec-
trum Health as an analyst. The couple
lives at 2380 \"allcywood Dr SE Apt
S-10, Grand Rapids, MI 40540. Email
is adam.geefespectrum-health.org. • Darrin
Hess is assistant personnel director at
Camp-ot-the-Woods. Email is ilarrinh
fecanip-ot'-thc-woods.org. • John Paasonen
resides at 2061 Austri.in Way. Colorado
Springs. CO SOOIO. where he is an associate
at Counsel tv: Capital. Email is Jpaa.sonen
("eounselcapitaI.org, • Karin Staffin is
teaching physical education at The Iving's
.\eadcmy in West Palm Beach, Fla. Email
is karin_stat'tin@yahoo.coni. • Jon Tabor
teaches math at DcKalb County Schools.
He lives in Auburn. Ind. Email is
|on_t,iborfe'hotmail,coni • Carrie Zuhlke
and Alan Ball '00 were wed on Oct.
20. 2001. They live at 1710 S Center
St, Plaintield, IX 4616.S. Email is
zuhlkstcrfevahoo.com.
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www.tayloru.edu/taylor/bookstore
TAYLO R BOOKSTORE
A. Soft mini TU basketball.
$5.50
B. Long sleeve tee shirt. Yellow
w/black & gold design. S-XL.
$20.95
C. Cheerleader children's
sweatshirt by Third Street.
White. 12m, 18m, 2T,4T.
$11.95
V
f ^
V J
TAYLQH
nglorjtninnit)
D. Hooded sweatshirt by
Jansport. Charcoal. M-XL
$29.95
\
X
K
0> MV WAV TO T.4VL0R LMVtRSm
Special Limited Edition.'
^mHTi:HBOX%
TROIANS
E. 15 oz. white marbleized
mug w/purple seal.
$5.95
"Put me in coach!" children's
sweatshirt by Third Street.
12m, 18m,2T4T.
$11.95
F. Hooded children's fleece jacket.
Gray w/navy trim. 1 2m, 1 8m, 2T,
4T, 6T (limited quantities).
$18.95
J. Long sleeve tee shirt by Gear.
Gray w/purple design on chest
and left sleeve. S-XL.
$20.95
G.White cap w/navy & gold
embroidery. Adjustable.
$16.95
K."On my way to Taylor"
Matchbox school bus.
$7.29
H.Mini(2 1/4"high)black
marbleized mug w/gold seal.
$4.59
L. Soft mini TU football.
$5.50
765-998-4090
236 W. Reode Ave. Regular hours
Upland, IN 46989- 1 00 1 Mon. - Fri. 8 - 5
Shipping $0to $50= $5
$50 to $WO = $7.50
$100 and over = $10
www.tayloru.edu/taytor/bookstoreTAYLORBOOKSTORE
Earth and environmental science department
receives honors
Dr. Edwin R. Squiers, earth and environmental science department chair at Taylor Univer-
sity, was named a Fulbright Scholar by the U.S. State Department. Squiers will work near
the Arctic Circle in the Russian Northwest and will study the region's forest ecosystems.
The environmental science program, established 20 years ago, produced nearly half of Indi-
ana's graduates in the field of environmental science over the past six years.
Taylor received a $150,000 grant from the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) and the
Indiana Department of Environmental Management (IDEM) allowing faculty and students
to study soil erosion and non-point source pollution in the Mississinewa River watershed.
'^i^
Professor Michael Guebert used a series of grants from Indiana Campus Compact to
engage students in service-learning activities. Students in Dr. Guebert's courses developed
a variety of public groundwater educational materials and completed an inventory and W^j^
human-health risk assessment of potential contamination sources in Upland, Ind. ff^^^
Get more information about how Taylor is making an impact locally and globally a
www.tayloru.edu/upland/departments/envscience/ and on page 2 inside this issue. I
Christ-centered
Dr. Edwin R. Squiers
world engaging
